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INTRODUCTION

The period 193^-kS was a significant one in the economic

affairs of the United States. It saw the economy change from

one of deep depression and uncertainty to one of unparalleled

productivity, with the end of the decade marked by a confidence

of still greater productivity to come. It was a decade of com

plete alteration in the labor picture—from one where the belief

that there would never be enough work for all found wide accept

ance to a condition where a shortage of labor became commonplace.

The decade saw labor unions grow from a membership of less than

three millions to almost fifteen millions. The rapid growth

can be largely attributed to the National Labor Relations Act,

usually referred to as the Wagner Aot.^^^
The passage of the Act in 1935 represented a turning point

in the affairs of American trade unionism. Prom a previous

peak membership in 1920, America's unions had suffered a steady

decline until 1933 and made but small gains in the two follow

ing years. This decline continued despite boom and depression;
the prosperous years of the 1920 »s showed unionism \anable to

succeed against company inspired organization presented as the

"American Plan", while the early years of the depression

^^^i4.9 U.S. Stat. M^9 (1935)#



indicated that unionism was unable to profit by ©conomiO

adversity* In contrast to this statistically depressing past;

the years laaaodlately following the passage of the Wagner Act

showed great strides# with the year 1937# the first in which

the legality of the Act was beyond question, showing an esti

mated $7% gain in membership over the preceding year. The

statistics suggest, therefore, that the growth in unionism

had a very direct connection with changes in labor legislation

An examination of the history of unionism in America will

show that the labor movement operated under serious disabilities 5

prior to the passage of the Wagner Act. Reflecting, with a

lag, a constituency which was probably much leas Interested

In measures to gain stature within an accepted stratification

than In the protection of conditions favorable to social

mobility, the American government retained belief in what one

could call a frontier philosophy long after the justifying

conditions had ceased to exist. The extent to which the

crisis of the early 1930's ended such a philosophy is open to

question, but the middle year of that decade saw a startling

change in the government's attitude towards unions. It could

be charged that, in an effort to atone for past failures to

keep legislative paoe with social conditions, the government

attempted to overcome the resulting lag in one sudden measure.

Florence Peterson, American Labor tJnions, {New York:
Harper and Brothers, 19145), P* 56.
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This measure saw unions advance from groups whose only previous

contact with government had been one of constant harassment

to a position of being promoted and privileged by law. It Is

with these privileges that this study Is concerned.

Both the economic and the social aspects of these privi

leges are to be discussed, for to attempt the rigid separation

which discussion of either aspect alone would Involve Is to

deny the very close Interrelationship between the economic

end the social. In any society generally above the subsistence

level, economic gains must always be weighed against their

social cost to the Individual and to the society. In America

this means a weighing of security against opportunity, the

fruits of group pressure against the sacrifice of Individual

freedom which membership In an effective group requires.

Whereas by definition no price Is too great to pay for sub

sistence, a society possessing an overall surplus Is constantly

examining the route by which that surplus was secured or

enlarged and asking the question whether the tangible result

was worth the intangible costs.

The greet body of attack on labor legislation In recant

years has been directed against these Intangible costs. The

direction of this attack has been well founded In that If one

accepts a causal relationship between the form and degree of

labor organization and the output of the labor force so organ

ized, the decade 1935-^45 proved the desirability of the former

by the outstanding growth of the latter. While this relationship



Is of doubtful aceeptancs, the record disposes of those who

would claim that overall labor performance disproved the virtue

of the overall labor organization then prevailing.

The social and non-statistical economic aspects of the

decade are more thought provoking. The union protections

established by the Wagner Act constituted an undisguised

championing by the government of one economic class against

its adversaries. This move to strengthen the weak and curb

the strong had profound effects on the fabric and balance of

American enterprise and society. The resulting relocation of

power in enterprise has been accepted not at all by a small

group and with serious misgivings by a much larger one. Accept

ing the former as a desirable balance against those uncritical

in their admiration, the large doubt-ridden group is the on©

which will determine whether this venture into industrial

relations by government edict is to pi*ove either a guidepost

or a warning*

The misgivings arose from the manner in which the privi

leges granted labor by the Wagner Act were used. The ground

for the attitude of questioning is based on the fact that the

privileges were a voluntary grant of power end immunity by

the entire society to one segment of the society. Although

granted with the aim of succoring the recipients, the body

of privilege could hope to survive only if the desired alms

were eoeoa^lished in a manner acceptable economically and

■^4% ^ *a"??--*'!■- ^
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socially to the grantors. In atten^ting to assess how the

body of privilege has been utilized, it is necessary to

examine how responsibly the trade tmions acted toward the

three groups concerned--their members, the employers, and the

public. Charges of irresponsibility are not susceptible to

exact statistical proof in that intangible values {e.g. free

dom) tend to be its victim. In a relatively prosperous society,

however, the maintenance of individual freedom has a position

of sufficient importance compared to that of purely economic

gain as to make judgment of trade unions veer strongly to the

social as opposed to the purely economic.

It is proposed first to outline the history of American

labor legislation prior to 1935. The aim of the National

Labor Relations Act and its pirovlsions dealing with labor

privileges will then be discussed. Following a briefly

sketched framework of criticism, the major areas of criticism

will be exsmlned in considerable detail. In conclusion it is

proposed to indicate the directions In which the Act felled

to promote the responsible unionism Its authors envisioned#

-h > ' V ■ 'i 4. ^ - V • ' ' it,-A
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND OP THE WAGNER ACT

Early

Prior ^ 1932

I. Th@ legal history of trade unionism

in America far antedated the passage of the first positive

legislation on the subject. In l8l;.2 the Massachusetts SupreaMi

Court in Commonwealth ▼ Hunt^^^ set forth the dictum that "a
uinlon la lawful or uinlawful as the means by which It attea^ts

to reach Its objectives are lawful or unlawful. r.(2) Recognl'

tlon of the legality of the end was thus tacitly accepted,

with the area of inquiry shifted to legality of the means.

The years following this decision bore out this view, with

one writer observing that "until the 1880's practically all

legal actions growing out of labor disputes were criminal

prosecutions for conspiracy."

There gradually arose an outcry to have the rights of

labor stated more affirmatively, with most of the agitation

directed toward having labor put on a legal equality with

^^^14-5 Maes. Ill (18142).
^^^Kurt Braun, The Right to Organize and Its Limits, (Washing
ton: The Brookings Institution, 1950), p. 32.

^^^Edwln E. Wltte, The Government in Labor Disputes, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Company, 1932), p. U6.

iJ



capital. The National Labor Union, on ita formation in 1866,

included in its platform the statement, "Voluntary aasoeiatione

of working men and women are entitled ... to the same

chartered rights end privileges granted to associated capi

tal." This cry bore fruit in an incorporation bill which

became law on June 29, 1886, a bill giving national trade

unions incorporated under the act "the right to sue and be

sued, to iQ^>lead and be Impleaded." While the act was to

prove completely ineffectual in operation, the hopes held for

the measure by those who testified before the Congressional

Committee read remarkably like a contenporary plea for pro

union legislation! "The various witnesses . . .

the belief that as legal entities trade unions would be in a

better position to enforce contracts, discipline members, con
„ (•a V

trol strikes, and institute arbitration proceedings

While the law did not meet with the unqualified approval of

labor, it was hailed by labor as recognizing "the principle

of the lawful charecter of trades unions, a principle w© have

been contending for years." The hopes of the bill's sup

porters w«r® so dampened by the subsequent decision of the

WPt'

"Historical Review of Trade Union Incorporation
Labor Review, (January, 1935)» P* 39.

^^^Ibid. p. Ul.

^^^Ibld. p. UO.

^^^Ibid. p. lil.



British House of Lords In the Taff-Vale case that in his 1901

presidential report to the Aiserioan Federation of Labor Samuel

Gompers stated that in tVie interval since the passage of the

incorporation bill "we have repeatedly warned our fellow

unionists to refrain from seeking the so-called protection

of that law."^^^

perversely enough, the very factors which led labor to

shun the protection it had once sought led to a demand by

business that labor be forced to incorporate. It was claimed

that business men incurred millions in responsibility in

obedience to the lew, while labor, much more closely knit

was immune. No national union took advantage of the law of

1886, and in 1932 repealing legislation passed both Houses

of Congress with no discussion whatever. While this

measure was of no effect, it is of Interest in that it was

the first emergence of the Incorporation proposal which was

later to be regarded by labor as a "way to meet the injunction

menace" and, much later, to be sponsored by anti-union

forces as a mesBss of imposing on labor the concept of \inlon

responsibility those forces held.

The early decades of the present century found labor

Ibid. p. ill.

U»S. Stat. 7kl (1932).

Monthly Labor Review, 0£. cit. p. U3



fighting ftgalnst legal disablliti©B whieh arose under the

coimaon law rather than ones which had their genesis in specific

labor legislation. For a period it was feared by labor that

the Sherman Anti-trust Aet would be used as an anti-union

measure. There was conflleting evidence as to the Intent of

the sponsor and the majority In the ratifying Congress# with

subsequent court decisions doing little to clarify the issue

The Clayton Act of iPlii was en attempt to dispel the cloudi

nesa caused by this uncertainty of intent end application of

the act In relation to mion eotivltles* At the worst, the

act was dismissed as either "a gold brick or an example of

poor draftsmanship'*/^^ the most favorable interpretation put

on it regarded it as "declaratory of existing law and as not

substantially changing the legal status of concerted labor

aetlvltles." Intended by its legislative sponsors to

simply preclude "suits for the dissolution of labor unions

under the anti-trust laws and actions directed against their

normal and lawful activities", the Clayton Act exploded

any hop© on the pert of the opponents of unionism that unions

could be broken up per se by the use of antl-trust legisla

tion. Rather, it threw the question back to the point

^^^Witta, o£. cit. p. 270,
^^^Braun, 0£. cit. p. 36.

^^^Witte, o£. cit. p. 67,



originally stated In Commonwealth v Hunt, as shown by one

writer's summary of the effects of the Clayton Act:

When a labor combination seeks by lawful means to
increase wages, reduce hours of labor, or otherwise
improve conditions of work, incidental restraint of
trade does not render these activities unlawful. When

the court finds, however, that the combination aims
primarily at restraint of trade, then all activities
to this end are unlawful, whether or not they are . .
undertaken by or on behalf of a labor organisation,'*'

The Clayton Act weakened labor's position in that it enabled

any private person who claimed Injui^ through unlawful restraint

of interstate commerce to secure an injunction against the

injuring party, whereas formerly such injunetive relief could

be requested only by the federal government.

.niun< 1. Labor's principal struggle during this

period was against injunctions and yellow-dog contracts. The

attitude of labor towards the use of injunctions is well sum

marized in the then current epigram, "In the case of an

injunction in labor disputes, contempt of court is respect

for law,"^^^ There was a very definite feeling on the part

of labor that "en^)loyers have found our courts ever ready and

willing to throw the forces of the state on the side of capital

and against that of labor."

(^)lbld. p. 69.

(2)
Trade Onion Epigrams, an official publication of the American

Federation of Liabor, cited Ibid, p. 123.

^3)Report of the Executive Coamalttee of the American Federation
of Labor to the convention of the Federation, 1922, cited
Ibid, p. ?•



Bitter as was the feeling of labor against the use of

Injunctions, the fault perhaps can be laid more squarely on

two aspects of their use--what they Intended to do and the

means available for doing it. While the purpose of en injunc

tion-- to preserve the status quo until such time as the matter

can be judicially examlned--is completely defensible In a

situation where justice must be something less then immediate,

the weakness of its use in labor disputes lies in the fact

that "labor disputes are dynamic occurrences, and there is no

possibility of n»rely preserving the status quo."^^^ While
labor claimed that injunctions operated exclusively to the

benefit of capltsl and came to regard the judicial process as

a means of persecution rather than protection or even prose

cution, a im>r@ carefully weighed view ascribes the unaatis-

fectory situation to the attempt to treat labor disputes as

any other lawsuit:

It is not corruption, nor usually even prejudice, which
accounts for so many injunctions against labor, but the
present condition of the siibstantive lew and the unfair
ness of the usual equity procedure when followed in
labor cases.

The argument for the use of injunctions was that they

gave to peace officers end the police courts backbone to

enforce the criminal lew} since the use of the injunction

technique made non-compliance a matter for conten^t proceedings

r
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<^)lbld. p. 89.
<2)ibld. p. 130-131.
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OP, alternatively, criminal action, they had, through threat

of the former, a curbing effect on the actions of those labor

leaders to whom prosecutions on petty orlralnal charges were

almost badges of honorable service to the cause. The arguments

against the employment of Injunctions as used in the early

years of this century lay In their frequent vagueness, their

denial of a fair trial to those accused, by implication, of

plotting wrongdoing, and their denial of any effective means

of appeal. The available statistics bear out labor^a conten

tion that the injunction was largely an instrument of capital:

during one period, quoted by Witte, lj.3 injunctions were secured

by labor compared with l,6ii5 secured by employers. The

record also indicates that few of them were used as anything

but stalling devices in a situation where time is of the

essence*

Of eighty-eight reported federal cases between 1901 and
1928 in which temporary injunctions were allowed, only
thirty-two went to a final hearing, and of the total of
thirty-five temporary injunctions issued in New York
City in the five years 1923-192? not a single one wag
followed by a permanent injunction,(2)

Yellow-dog Contracts, The yellow-dog contract reached

Its greatest use in the years 1921-1922. Such a contract, by

which en employee. In consideration of securing employment,

agreed to forego any right to join a union while the employment

- *#'' 5

^^hbld. p, 23l|,

^2^Ibid. p. 93.

\ } \



prevailed* would s^em, on the surfaoe* to be a legitimate

screening device for employers. Within the then prevailing

concept of workers' rights it was claimed to represent a

voluntary yielding of an individual freedom for consideration

i,a, employment, and thus have the essentials of a valid con

tract, It was in its effect on third parties, trade unions

and their orgmizers, that it worked the greatest hardship.

In 1917, the Supremo Court, in the Hitchman case,^^^ held

yellow-dog contracts to be legal, but the use of them was for-
/

bidden by a directive of the World War I Labor Board, When

the cessation of hostilities removed the authority of that

body, the full impact of the decision became apparent. By

this decision the court not only decided that such contracts

were legal, but denied to third parties the right to exercise

persuasion on employees to violate the contracts into which

they had entered. This made It Illegal for a union or its

representatives even to attempt the organisation of employees

who had signed such contracts,

suits. It is an Ihtorestlng sidelight of the labor

picture of the period that despite the failure c.f unions to

incorporate and thus be subject to the same legal liabilities

as corporations, several hundred lawsuits were instituted

against them. Only two, the Danbury Hatters' Case^^^ end the

(1)h itcbman Coal and Coke Co, v Mitchell, 2k$ B,S, 229, 38
Sup. ct. 65 {1917),

^^^Loewe v Lawlor, 208 U.S. 27U, 28 Sup. Ct, 301 (1908).



Coronado Coal and Coke Case,^^^ resulted In any substantial

damages* and then under conditions of such protracted litiga

tion as to give little satisfaction to the successful employer

plaintiff. The history of the period thus serves to Indicate

that while unincorporated status was no bar to lawsuits, the
•  y

existing legal procedures made lawsuits of little effective

value in punishing a union for en illegal course of conduct*

The reasons ascribed by one writer for this failure are still

not without relevance when incorporation is suggested as a

means of affording relief to those who would claim injury by
-e

the actions of a union:

1* procedural difficulties in suing labor unions,
2, inability under the established principles of agency

lew to connect unions or their members with alleged
unlawful acts.(2)

In reviewing the labor legislation of the first three

decades of this century, the only landmark to break the bleak

terrain is the Railway Labor Act of 1926. Before it is taken

as a guiding star it must be pointed out that the nature of

the business covered therein very much weakens the favorable

analogy which might be drawn from the success of the act.

The railroad industry is so rigidly controlled as to quantity

and quality of service that the on^loyer group by no means

has the same freedom to fi^t unionization as do other employer

^^hjnited Mine Workers v Coronado Coal and Coke Co., 2^9 U.S.
lltii, U2 Sup. Ct. ̂ 70 {1922),

{2)witte, o£* cit. p. lli.2.

I /
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groups. Sine© the employer group is compelled in the public

interest to give up certain prerogatives which other private

businesses enjoy, the point at which balance between ei^loyer

and employee can become reasonably stable is quite different.

Prior to 1932, therefore, it may be said that the position

of labor in the United States was one of almost no legally

guaranteed privileges and, in effect, serious disability.

Since labor was given no substantial legal rights by the pub~

lie through its elected lawmakers, there was little ground to

expect any collective responsibility on the part of labor.

The position of labor in its own mind, and perhaps in fact,

was on© of such disability as to make talk of labor's responsi-*

billties quite removed from the sphere of relevance. Any gains

which labor had mad© could truthfully be claimed to have been

entirely the fruits of its own efforts and to have been made

not only without the support of affirmative law but despite

the judicial process on the significant levels. The first

half of the 1930's was to see the picture change radically—

to see not only the removal of disabilities but the conferral

of statutory rights. The decade then following was to see

the question of the collective responsibility of labor removed

from the arena of Labor Day speeches into the very center of

the stage of labor relations.

■w.



Norrls-LaGuardia Act« 1932

. . . t'-'

The first break In the labor pldture came with the passage

of the Norrls-LaGuardia Anti-injunction Act^^^ in 1932. The

act had both a corrective and an affirmative significance. On

the corrective side, it reduced the us© of injunctions to a

more defensible ground by requiring the hearing of both parties

before the court would act, and it outlawed the enforcement

in the Feueral Courts of yellow-dog dontracts. While this

trimming of the scope of injunctions was not to signal the

end of their use, it served to remove much of the grounds for

labor's claim that they were unjustifiably broad and issued

without adequate presentations by both sides. The outlawing

of yellow-dog contracts opened up for union organization

large segments of American industry previously closed off by

the Hitchman decision.

The affirmative significance of the Norris-LaGuardla Act

lay in section 2 which stated that "as a matter of basic pol

icy employees should have full freedom of association; the

right of self-organizationj and the right to choose their own

representatives without interference by employers; and finally-

that the principle of collective bargaining is recognized."^2)

^^^72 Cong., 1st Sess., Public Law No. 65 (March 23, 1932)

^Harold W. Metz and Meyer Jacobstein, A National Labor Pj
(Washington; The Brookings Institution, 19Ij7)» P• 10*



Th© act was to have no great Immediate positive effect, in

that no machinery to effect or protect these rights was sot

upj such was left to the normal court procedures which, hoeause

of necessary delays and expense, were not, in fact, equally

available to labor and employers. It was, however, to serve

as the foundation stone for subsequent legislation in which,

after on© short-lived failure, employer recognition of trade

unions was to be made not only permissible but mandatory.

National Industrial Act, Section Ijl

Between the stated but unenforceable rights conferred by

the Norrls-LaGuardia Act and the very real rights legislated

and protected by the Wagner Act was to intervene the National

Industrial Recovery Act. Although concerned primarily with

resuscitating the entire economy, the NIRA In Its section 7a

gave position both In theory and in practice to trade unionsi

Every code of fair competition , . . shall contain the
following conditions! (1) That employees shell have the
right to organize and bargain collectively through rep
resentatives of their own choosing, and shell be free
from the interference, restraint, or coercion of employers
of labor, or their agents, in the designation of such
representatives or in self-organization or in other
concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargain
ing or other mutual aid or protection; (2) That no employee
and no one seeking employment shall be required as a
condition of employment to join any company union or to
refrain from joining, organizing, or assisting a labor
organization of hie own choosing . . . ."d)

stat. 196 (1933).

^ "Vv' •
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Whil© this section may seem to have don© little that was not

implied by th© Norris-LaGuardia Act, it mad© more specific the

rights of labor and represented the initial statement of th©

existence of areas in the field of labor relations in which

certain actions on the part of employers was prohibited. The

brief period before the act was declared unconstitutional^^^
prevented any demonstration of how well such guarantees would

work without specially constructed end powerful enforcement

agencies. However, the adverse court decision did not end

the matter, for the significant sections of the act were carried

over in almost identical phraseology to the next major labor

legislation, the National Labor Relations Act#

The years before 1935 be sximmarlzed into three

perloda~-an early one when labor sought legal recognition

and felt that such recognition would give it the desired

parity with 6a5)loy©rs, a middle period when it was strenuously

fighting what it considered to be injustices being suffered

under th® substantive law, and a very brief final period when

it saw the disabilities removed and a start mad© on a positive

labor policy. The net result was that in 1935 labor had no

positive legal rights although the political and. economic

^^^Schechter Corp. v tjnlted States, 295 ̂ <»S. U9^ (1935)*

^  ̂ -i, Jt. L "V ss. '
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was ripe for the grarxtlng of them. A federal court

some years later outlined labor's position in 1935 thuss

The right of employees to fom labor organizations and
to bargain collectively through representatives of their
own choosing with employers has long been recognized.
The right is protected by the Constitution against
governmental infringement, as are the fundamental rights
of other individuals. But prior to the National Labor
Relations Act no federal law prevented employers from
discharging employees for exercising these rights or
from refusing to recognize or bargain with labor organiza
tions. The National Labor Relations Act created rights
against employers which did not exist before.

It was the seeuring of legally enforceable rights that turned

the labor picture in 1935# and In the turning conferred,

somewhat indirectly, on labor organizations a body of privi

lege with enormous attendant responsibilities--to their members#

to their es^loyera# to the public. The manner In which these

privileges were used it is the purpose of this study to exam

ine .

'

^^^MLRB V Edward Q. Budd Manufacturing Co., 169 Fed. {2d)
571 at p, 577 (I9i|8), cited by Braun, ©£. cit. p. l},9 (footnote).



CHAPTER II

THl NAflOHAL LABOR RELITIOHS (WAGHER) A

Change in Onion Picture, 193S'-hS

In dealing with the effects on the American labor scene

of the Rational Labor Relations Act too much stress cannot

be laid on the contrast between the labor conditions under

which it was conceived and those under which it was to ©per

ate. For any legislation to prevail virtually unamended for

over ten years would result In economic change putting it

in its later years, at variance with society's needs assuming

only normal changes in that society. To have a statute remain

fixed over a period marked by a full swing from deepest

depression to unprecedented boom made very serious obsolescence

almost inevitable. The Wagner Act was to be operative over

such a period. In the economy generally, there was the shift

from labor surplus to labor shortage? within the union move

ment there was the unanticipated rise of strong dual unionism.

The latter aspect is pointed up by one writer thus:

The fact that the policies concerning representation and
union security agreements, as formulated in the original
National Labor Relations Act, led to labor trouble of an
extent not anticipated by the legislators has been due
in part to a relatively recent change in the general
structure of American unionism. . . • The whole statutory
scheme was based on the trend toward singularism.

0
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prevailing at the time when the labor relations bill was
discussed in Congress.(D

Industrial unionisa's principal proponent* Mr. Lewis* stressed

this point at a very early date when industrial unionism had

not reached full flower:

f  The craft unions as a whole, on the basis of their reports
to the American Federation of Labor, showed a growth in
membership of only 13 percent in the year 1935 as compared
with the year 1933. In sharp contrast* the only four
industrial unions of the American Federation of Labor
increased their membership 132 percent, or practically
ten times as much* during the same period. . . . What
might be called the "semi-Industrial unions" in the
American Federation of Labor . . . reported a combined
membership 126 percent greater In 1935 than in 1933*'2'

The list of industries in which almost complete unionization

was achieved by 19i+5--"coal, steel, automobile, rubber* meat

packing* construction* all forms of transportation, men's and

women's apparel* aluminum, agricultural implements* maritime

and longshorlng, newspaper printing, publishing, and air-

craftIt (3)—indicates the extent to which industrial unionism

had challenged craft unionism. Prior to the emergence of the

CIO, almost all union activity was limited to those workers

who had a definite skill. The rise of the CIO end industrial

unionism brought forth three aspects which could not have been

anticipated in the slngulariatie days of 1935—jurisdlctional

^^^Braun, og. cit. p. 2l4.1-i|2,

^^^John L. Lewis, "Adapting 0nion Kethods to Current Changes—
Industrial Unionism", Annals of the American Academy, vol. I8I4.
(March, 1936), p» 180,

^^^Harold W. Metz and Meyer Jacobstein, op, cit. pp. 32-33»



disputes on a massive scale and on a level where labor itself

could not reasonably be asked to resolve them, the industry

wide agreement with its power to cripple a large segment of

the economy, and the introduction of compulsion as a factor in

union membership. Coupled with this growth was what one writer

refers to as "geometric accretions of economic and political

mnWAW n{1)power.

Aim of the Act

To state the aim of the National Labor Relations Act it

is best to begin with the statements of its sponsor, Senator

Wagner. His starting point he describes thus:

In this modern aspect of a time-worn problem the Isolated
worker is a plaything of fate. Caught in the labyrinth
of BKjdern industrialism and dwarfed by the size of cor
porate enterprise, he can attain freedom and dignity only
by cooperation with others of his group,(2)

That the measure was proposed with a calculated acceptance of

a certain amount of industrial strife as the inescapable price

was indicated by his statement that "a tranquil relationship

between employer and employee, while eminently desirable, la

not a sol© desideratum." Senator Wagner intended that the

Act operate within certain limits, that it involve "no

Carroll R. Daugherty, "Union Policies And Leadership In
post-war America", American Economic Review, vol. 3h» no. 1,
supp., part 2, (March, lS>i4l;), p. l60,

^^^Cong. Rec., May 15, 1935* p. 7565*

^^^Senator l?agner, "Company iSiionaj a fast Industrial Issue",
New York Times, (March 11, 193U)♦



encroaohaient by th® government upon the operations of our

©conoraic system",^ but merely establish "a single basic

industrial liberty--the right of workers to organize and bar

gain collectively The details of the Act he described

as being "for the purpose either of defining practices which

interfere with that fundamental right, or for the purpose of

establishing a well tested procedure for preventing and

redressing interference with that right. This last point

is of major import in that it was the first effective recog

nition of the fact that the peculiar nature of labor relations

makes the usual common law procedures of alight protective

value to a workman deprived of his rights.

All subsequent discussions of the Wagner Act stress the

point that the measure set up only the framework within which

labor and management were to jockey, i.e. outlined the allow

able area of conflict. This attempt on the part of the gov

ernment "to disembarrass itself from the complex task of

choosing between the rights and wrongs of all parties to a

(1)Senator Wagner, introduction to The Wagner Act? After Ten
Years, Louis G. Silverberg, ed., (Washington: The Bureau of
SatTonal Affairs, 19h$)» p. 3*

^^^Ibld. p. 3.

^3^Ibid. p. 3.

^^^Workmen's compensation laws are here excluded in that they
dealt with bodily injuries rather than injuries to a worker's
rights.



dispute"^ limited the working of the Act to "removing unfair

labor practices by employers and to determining disputes as

to who is authorized to represent employees for collective

bargaining purposes." The rigid limits of the Act wore

succinctly stated by the Senate Committee on Education and

Labor in reporting the measure to the Senate:

The committee wishes to dispel any possible false in^>rea*
sion that this bill is designed to compel the making of
agreements or to permit governmental supervision of their
terras. It must be stressed that the duty to bargain
collectively does not carry with it the duty to reach an
agreementf because the essence of collective bargaining
is that either party shall be free to decide whether
proposals made to it are satisfactory.\3)

Union Rights Conferred

The purpose of the Act therefore resolved into an effort

to set the stage within which collective bargaining could be

carried on by the interested parties without governmental

interference. To set such a stage there must be some precon

ception of the factors which require adjustment. In the case

of the Wagner Act the preconception hinged on "the premise

that there was an Imbalance In our economy between the

^^^Harold J. Laski, Trade Unions ̂  New Society, (New
York: The Viking Press, I9ii9)» P- 17.

^^^William M. Leiserson, "To Strengthen the Act", in The
Wagner Act: After Ten Years, Louis G. Silverberg, ed., (Wash
Ington: The Bureau ot National Affairs, 19^1-5) $ P» Il5»

^^^National Labor Relations Board, S. Rept. 573» 7i| Cong.
1 sess., p. 12.



j»0sp«etlvo power of Industry and of labor « . . /which/. . .

was preventing us as a Hatlon from enjoying equitably or

stably the aaxlmuia productive capacity of our resources and

our skills." This restriction of the Act so as to provide

"no machinery or devices for the settlement of a labor dis»

puts ... no mediation or arbitral functions"» confined

the Intent of the Act to the elimination of employers' unfair

labor practices in order to establish what the law refers to

as "actual liberty of contract." Thus the heart of the Act

lay in its definition of unfair labor practices on the part

of employers.

The Act defined them as followsi

1. To interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in
the exercise of their rights to self-determination, to
bargain through representatives of their own choosing,
and to engage in concerted activities.
2. To dominate or interfere with the formation or admin
istration of any labor organization, or contribute finan
cial or other support to it.
3. To enter into a closed-shop agreement with an employee
organization in which only a minority of the employees
are represented,
1).. To discharge or discriminate against an employee who
files charges or gives testimony with respect to a com
plaint against the employer.
5. To refuse to bargain with the representatives of his
employees.

By this list of prohibited practices the Act affirmatively

r
PSi.

^^^Leon H. Keyserling, "Why the Wagner Act?", in The Wagner
Act; After Ten Years, Louis G. Silverberg, ed., (Washlnglioni
¥Ee Bureau oi* National Affairs, 19li5) * P* 26.

(2)j|etz and Jacobstein, 0£. clt. p. l6.
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supported those activities essential to make effective labor's

pre-existing rights.

Lack of Provision for Union

The Act did not in any place outline any responsibilities

on the part of labor nor outline any practices prohibited to

labor. Rather, it placed responsibilities by Implication on

the shoulders of labor in that its aim to overcome a one-

sidedness in the previous power balance would remain defens

ible only so long as the pitiably weak did not become the

arrogantly strong--the oppressed the oppressor. The much

criticized one-sidedness of the Act was stoutly defended by

Senator Wagner in en address at Yale University on April 16,

■

1937:

If an uninitiated person were to examine the Act in a
vacuum or on the planet Mars, he would be overi«dielmed
by the ostensible justice of this criticism. No one
would assail a traffic lew because it regulates the
speed at which automobiles run and not the speed at
which people walk. . . .\i)

A catechism of the Act's failures to Impose obligations on

its beneficiaries makes a very impressive list:

The Wagner Act . . . imposes no restrictions or obliga
tions on labor. There is no such thing as an unfair
practice by labor within the meaning of the act. The
law imposes no restrictions on the right of labor to
strike, picket, or boycott. It iu^oses no responsibility
on unions with respect to violations of contracts which
had been entered into as a result of the intervention

Cited by Leon H. Keyserling, o£. clt. p. 23.



of the HLRB. Nor does the Act directly or indirectly
regulate the internal organization of unions. Finally#
although this act is to encourage and promote collective
bargaining the obligation to bargain collectively is not
Imposed on labor.(IT

On© writer from the vantage point of ten year's operation

categorizes the shortcomings of the Act's sponsors as having

"given little or no heed to the paucity of union end industrial

leadership . . . discounted# apparently# the stupendous task

of creating trade-union consciousness and responsibility among

the millions of union recruits * • « missed sight of a split

in the labor movement and its devastating results . • . over

estimated Industry's capacity to adapt Itself to a new type of

employer-employee relationship ... discounted the oppor

tunities for abuse by power-drunk union leaders."(2)

The Wagner Act therefore was attempting to bring labor

end eepitel nearer to equality in power. It tried to do this

by outlawing the acts on the part of managemont which had most

seriously impeded labor's efforts to organize in the past. It

evacied any assumption by government of the actual settlement

of disputes. In Its outlawing of certain acts on the part of

management It did in effect give to labor certain privileges

and immunities which could be used with responsibility or with

^^^Metz and Jacobstein, o£. clt. p. 16.
(2)
'C. P. Mugrldge, "Better Management and Better Union Leader

ship" , Annals of the American Academy# vol. 2I4.8# (November,
19i+6), p. t6.
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Conduct Conditioned by Clrciuastances

In seeking a criterion of union conduct it is necessary

to form some concept of the ideal* This ideal must atten^t

to balance the eoonomiCf the social* and the ethical so as to

secure the best whole* The weight each aspect will carx^

depends on the state of society then prevailing. The conduct

of American unionism has reflected the prevailing conditions.

A simple credo for a union iBovement is that of getting for its

members the maximum immediate material retum* Exen5)lified

by Samuel Gompers* description of unionism's aim, "All you can

get, here and now", this statement of policy, admirable in its

impllcity, did not survive the demise of the pure business

unionism its author pursued. Business unionism was a logical

course of conduct for an unprivileged and sometimes persecuted

union movement, when survival was the immediate problem and

some degree of financial affluence the aenith of its hopes*

Under such conditions the union leader could point to the

hindrance rather than the help of society in his efforts and

conclude that to society he owed nothing. As the leader of

a weak and struggling movement, the union leader's primary



function was* In the worda of Peter Drucker, "to be opposition

pure and simple", "the spirit that always negates."

Meed for of New Standards

The rise of an active, positive and sympathetic policy

toward unions turned the problem from that of idiether they

should exist to that of what part they should be expected to

pligr in the society and the economy. Since society abetted

the tiniona in their growth, it was not unreasonable for the

society to expect the sponsored unions to develop In direc

tions conducive to its well-being. While it might be argued

that no sponsored group would work counter to the interests

of its sponsor, it must be remembered that those engaged in

union activity cannot be tagged as imionists solely and there

fore laapelled by a single allegiance* A union meadjer is pos

sessed not only of the interests of a union member, but also

of the interests of a citizen of a contemporary society, and,

more remotely but not, thereby, any less deeply, of a hope

for a future. The psychological foundations of this hope are

laid far back in the individual's past? while he may be

unable to define this hope very precisely, he is likely to

recognize trends which diminish the likelihood of its realiza

tion. He is, to paraphrase Drucker, favoring by high wages

Peter P. Drucker, The Mew So<
Brothers, 19U9), p. III+.

(Hew York: Harper and

p.:..
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end resistance to productivity the worker's today over the

enterprise's tomorrow. To a society which rejects even '

comfortable stratification in favor of the possibility of

upward mobility economically, every gain for today is perhaps

unconsciously assessed for its affects on tomorrow and thereby

made somewhat less sweat.

The directions of conduct which will most expeditiously

further the various interests of each Individual are by no

means the same or always compatible. While the union member

cannot always separate his conduct according to its effects

on these various motives, he cannot be unaware of the conflicts

they involve. His conviction of the necessity of united action

is tempered by a subconscious fear of suppressing a minority

of which he may, some time on some issue, find himself a member.

His desire to gain the greatest economic return by block

action is accompanied by doubt as to whether mass action does

not blur his own special and superior capabilities.

Aside from the creation of a privilege-responsibility

balance, the labor legislation of recent decades has brought

into the picture an aspect irtiich is peculiarly American.

This is the Introduction into union life of large numbers of

lukewarm adherents. Where unionism la not state supported,

it may be assumed safely that all unionists are at least
"•fe

reasonably convinced of the virtues of the union creed. zl

'ibid, p. 98.



However, when large numbers of workers are legislatively

encouraged Into assuming union membership without any internal

conviction of either its absolute necessity or unquestionable

virtue, there is apt to be a lack of the philosophical cohe

sion which has held together labor movements in countries

where they were built up and maintained only after long and *

bitter struggle. This lack of a strong philosophical core

in the American labor movement has made it more sensitive to

its relationships with society as a whole, albeit no more

responsible thereby.

The general abstention from predictable political activity,

either by the formation of its own labor party or by extended

fidelity to either of the traditional parties, has made the

American trade union movement more interested in working within

the framework of the existing social order than in reforming

it fundamentally. This tendency to regard unionism and poli

ties as oil and water has forced the movement to atteapt a
I

philosophical rational© Infinitely more complex than that

facing movements in countries where unionism takes a declared

political and social stand. Whereas a labor movement with

revolutionary or reformist aims need not concern itself with

the effects of its present actions on the present order but

only on how they affect the present of its members while work

ing for a more desirable future, the American labor movement,

in its esehewal of all political end refonaist ends, has set

M
It.



for itself a much more difficult task. Almost all its actions

must be judged in the light of how they affect the status quo

with the development of that status quo left to the politicians

and reformers working on union members as individual citizens

This obsession with present ratios rather than future abso

lutes, coupled with a good deal of looking backward by the

more conservative wing. Indicates the vaguely defined frame

work against which its actions must be weighed and criticized

Three National Goals

A list of national goals and conceptions against which

it is proper to Judge the performance and responsibility of

unions must take cognizance of three aspects of labor's

relationships to the society and the economy—relationships

between the unions end the other productive factors in the

econonQir# relationships connected with the direction and rats

of economic growth, and relationships within the union. The

first named is largely a question of how adequately the

existing union organization permits reward to equal effort

expended. The second concerns the production of an ever-

expanding national income (which asstimes that no bars are put

in the way of reduced effort in production and no hindrances

placed in the path of the fullest development of individual

capacities). The third, relationships within the union, are

concerned largely with reconciling Individual freedoms with

w
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the majority rule iriiloh effective group action requires. |

Reward Baaed on Effort.. The desirability of assuring

reward based on effort expended in production# and its exten

sion of permitting the full development of individual capacities,

la important both within the union and in the society. While

the former could be categorized as an inter-union or inter-

garoup (i.e. workers, enterprisers, consumers) aspect, its real ^
significance lies in the fact that much of the dissatisfaction

with unions, both from within and without, arises from their

rating of the job, rather than of the performance of it, in

setting compensation. Although this method seems, to the con

firmed unionist, the only alternative to the despised piece- |

work basis, it receives considerable criticism within the I
II

unions by those members who consider that, by their superior 1

ability or application, they are carrying their less able or |

less ambitious brothers. While this matter should be con- 'M

sidered a prime concern of union discipline, investigation

suggests that disciplinary action has been much more concerned

with union-member disputes than with those between members. .i

In contemporary American unionism efforts to make reward com- ^

mensurate with effort are very largely restricted to attempting
It;

to get group rewards on a par with group efforts. .1

Even here it is difficult to see how anything resembling I

Metz and Jacobstein, 0£. clt. p. 50-^3 discuss these goals
in slightly different arrangement.
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final justice can accrue when on© la faced with coaparlng the

relative effort expended, for instance, by unionized hair

dressers and unionized bricklayers. It might be argued that

differentials are the result of the Interplay of the forces

of classical economics and reflect relative marginal productiv

lty» Such a thesis loses validity when applied to a situation

where the major union development has occurred in a period

when the strike, which would be the equating force xmder

classical theory, has been less a contest between various groups

of workers then e test of the endurance of on© group of labor

oon?>ared to one group of capital. This blocking off of great

segments of labor and capital suggests that the hope of having

relative reward equal to relative effort ae between various

groups of workers is very remote, barring a great recession

in the level of economic activity, with the restoration thereby

of the hordes of workers at the factory gates.

To secure such parity within the unions does not seem

very promising unless union discipline should take a decided

shift in emphasis—a shift from the one level of pay which

most contracts demand to some form of individual incentive

pay. The prospects for such seem very slight. Labor's tradi

tlonal fear of the speed-up makes straight piece work rates

likely to diminish In importance. While Incentive pay schemes

give unions a motive for hurrying the laggard, even here the

group reward for group effort basis prevails. Whether \mlons



will ever s«e and seek advantage In pitting one worker against

another over pitting workers against ©a^loyers is questionable

The concern of unions with the average—and possibly it is a

necessary concern--diminish0s the probability of a worker

securing his exact just deserts within a unionized employment

area.

k  and More Widely Distributed National Income* The

elm of an ever-expanding national income end a progressively

wider distribution of it are primarily concerns of the rela

tionship of labor to the other segments of the economic body.

Taking national income in the sense of productivity rather

than in purely financial terms* it can be seen that union

policies in the matter of preference for leisure either in

the form of shorter hours or reduced expenditure of energy

during normal working hours can have a decisive effect. If

one takes an "energy fimd" view of the potentialities of the

economy this can, under conditions of f'ull e^loyment, only

result in something less than the optimum real income level.

Whether a progressively wider distribution of income is

attainable through the functioning of unions depends on two

factors--the trend of xmlon expansion (i.e. whether they bolster

the poor or enhance the already comfortable), and the relative

resistance of the employer group and the constamer group In

preventing labor's gains being at the expense of profits or

prices respectively. Should unions expand through



doneontration of orgiffilzatlonal efforts on the underpaid sog-»

monts of the working force they may make a contribution to

the wider distribution of income? however, even this is

accompanied by a danger of such action going beyond justifi

able limits {justifiable within the "reward based on effort"

aim) under the block effects of our present organization of

business and labor. The effects on income distribution of

having specific higher labor costs absorbed through higher

prices or lower profits can be traced to no definite conclu

sion.

Preservation of Basic Freedoms. The operations of the

Wagner Act spotlighted the problm of the extent to which one

freedom should b© abridged In the interests of making real

and effective a perhaps greater freedom. The greater freedom

was the right to self-organization which the Act's sponsor

had uppermost in his mind. The freedoms which were cixrtailed

in the interests of this primary aim were those of speech and

individual choice in whether to enter the union fold or remain

without. The latter hinges on the question of whether compul

sion to associate was a necessary end desirable consequence

of the right to associate. Against the standard defence of

curtailment of speech within unions that such is necessary at

times to maintain discipline, the question arises whether

suppression has exceeded the necessary limits.

It will be seen from the above that the manner in which



unions can further Incontestable national goals and aspirations

is not a stable one. In almost every case there can be some

sort of cohesive argument made# with the particular viewpoint

largely a matter of emphasis-•the short view versus the long

view, the fruits of collective action veraus the restrictions

It requires, the Interests of the Individual as a union member

versus his Interests es a consumer. In seeking ground, there

fore, to approve or condemn some union action, it becomes a

matter of weighing the gain in the direction of on© of these

goals against the loss incurred in another
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CHAPTER IV

MAJOR AREAS OP CRITICISM
•Ct

In studying th© greet volume of criticism of unions which

has been issued sine© th© passage of the ©r Act, four

general areas emerge with regularity. It is around thee®

that this section of th© study is to be constructed. While

not all criticisms of unions can be so neatly ticketed, the

vast majority are concerned with one of the following?

a. use and abuse of the right of association,

b. union regulations and practices which tend to reduce
production or retard increase in production to the
technologically possible maximum,

c. union actions which injure third parties,

d. the difficulties of making union contracts enforce
able.

of Association

The intent of the Wagner Act to make collective bargaining

the cornerstone of American labor relations was based on

legislative support of th© majority rule principle within

working groups. Senator Wagner defended this principle by

eliminating th© two alt8matives--d©allng with workers as

individuals or dealing with a variety of minority groups.

The first he declined on the ground that "the inequality of

i"-



bargaining power between the Isolated employee and the employer

is so great that liberty of contract becomes s, f Ictlon";

the second he considered undesirable in that it gave "the

unscrupulous employer an opportunity to play one group against

another constantly." The eonferral of legal blessing on

the right of association shifted the danger from Infringement

by capital on labor's freedom of association to a danger of ft

majority of labor dealing unfairly with a minority. This

dilemma with the oonsequent fine balancing required by con

stitutional authority, is gummed up by one writer thus:

Public authorities thus have been confronted with the
complex problem of safeguarding simultaneously freedom
of aEsocis.tlon and freedom from &E.?ocl6.tlon; the right
of the Individual to combine with others and his right
to pursue his calling without belonging to an associa- '
tion; individual freedom of contract and collective
bargaining; the right of organiEstlons to recruit
members and the freedom of the individual from undue
pressure to make him join.(3)

While the claim has been advanced that the Act "was intended

as a grant of right to employees rather than as a grant of

power to union", the relative Interest and resources of a

union in maintaining its Interest, compared to the much lesser

interest and means of the individual in maintaining his

(l}"lf&tional Labor Helations Bill", a radio address by Senator
Wagner, N.B.C., May 21, 1935* eited by Keyserling, o£. ctt., p. 20.

^^^Ibid.

^^^Braun, o£. cit. p. 19$.
i

V Schwarts, lli6 F. {2d) 773# G.C.A., IpilS).



aometlmea eontrary interest, had the effect of making the Act

more a conferral of rights on the vmlon than on the member.

The existence of this tendency in unions, especially the older

and more firmly grounded ones, to regard the Act as conferring

rights on them is Indicated by another writer as being x»e8»

ponsible for "nearly a million workers . . . /beinjg/. • »

organized into unaffiliated groups whose very existence is a

tacit criticism of the old-line organizations. That this

legal protection of the workers' right to organize was an out

growth of the speed with which unionism developed in America

is pointed out by Harold Laskl in comparing American action

with that of Greet Britain and other democracies, irtiere "union

recognition and the collective bargaining which is its necessary

corollary have been accepted ... as en essential element in
to)

industrial organization.**^ '

Compulsion to Associate. A major criticism of the working

of American labor policy in the realm of union privilege lies

in the application of "two fundamental principles which are

not . . * applied in the European countries of comparison: ,

namely, the concepts of the Indispensability of a certain

type of bargaining unit and of majority rule."^^^ It is in

(l)Mary Klemtn, "The Rise of Independent Unionism and the Decline
of Labor Oligopoly", American Economic Review, vol. no. 1,
(March, iplii^.), p. 76.

^^^Laskl, op. clt. p. 55.
^^^Braun, o£. clt. p. 171»



connection with the epplication of the concept of majority

rule that the greatest claim of the abuse of privilege is

charged. The adoption of the majority principle has the

Inevitable result of increasing the effective power of the

majority and of decreasing the freedom of action of the minor

ity. The carrying of the right of association to the point

where it verges on a compulsion seems a peculiarity of the

American labor movement^ for "in almost all liberal countrlea

the opinion prevails that recognition of the right of workers

to organize does not compel any employees to make use of

it « . . this freedom has been called negative freedom of

association."

While negative freedom of association was offered to

workers in the "no union" option in bargaining group elections,

it was still reserved for group action in that such must be

chosen by a majority group in order to prevail. The law

offered the indecisive worker no great protection against

union pressure, in that it assumed that the usual criminal

law prohibitions against assault, intimidation, unlawful com

pulsion, duress, etc., served adequately. It did, however,

insulate him from employer pressure of types not illegal under

the criminal law. Employers frequently claimed that they were

not only denied freedom of speech on the subject of unions but.

Ibid, p. 69.



through operation of J^^rladiction coiabined with eloaed shops

in various forias* were often laid under an obligation to foroe

workers into a imion which was distasteful to both the worker

and the ea^loyer.

The ri^t of association when coi^ined with sone fowa of

closed shop must become a coapulslon under the American system

of exclusive jurisdiction which "functions through a one-party

system*" This seems to be a peculiarity of union organiza

tion in America where inter-union transfers with or without

retention of previously accumulated privileges are virtually

unknown* idiereaa in certain European countries the issue has

become one of membership in any union rather than membership

in a specific union* Under the one-party system with the

result of "having the government compel thousands, perhaps

millions, of working people to join or to remain members

against their wlll"^^^ the question becomes pertinent: "Will
such people be a source of strength or of weakness if employ

ers do launch an antlimlon drive?" With the Act having

operated only under phenomenally favorable economic conditions

this question is one which well may be pondered.

^^^Cllnton S. Golden and Harold J. Ruttenberg, The Dynamioa
of Industrial Deraooracy, (New York: Harper and lOirotnera, l9i|5) ,
p. 2114..

(2)v4iiliam M. Leiserson, "Growing Pains of the American Labor
Movement", Annals of the American Academy, vol. 22i^., (November,
19il2), p. 7~

^^^Ibid.



By explicit prohibitions and by use of the exclusive

bargaining tonit* the Act outlawed completely the eorapany

dominated or company supported union. It could be charged

that this not only represented a redundancy under a law

guaranteeing freedom of choice to workers but also consti

tuted an abridgement of the freedom of speech of employers.

That a sound foundation for this suppression existed is indl«

eated by a disoussion in a business-slanted publication of

the effects of NIRAi

Section 7a . , . swrely said that any laborer had a right
to organize in any way he chose. The U.S. burst out into
a rash of organizations * * , the en^loyers turned out to
be far smarter than labor after alls under the protec
tion of labor's so-called Magna Charta they stepped into
the shops and coolly organized the masses Into company
unions (usually under Latinized names) in which the prin
ciple of collective bargaining was compromised.(i)

Once the worker's right to representatives of his own choosing

is established in fact as well as In theory* is it defensible

to permit unlimited proselytizing by one side and prohibit

any counter action by the other? While it might be argued

that management is* of necessity* concerned with dividing out

put as advantageously to itself as it can* end so cannot pos

sibly offer any but bad advice to its workers, the argxjment

can be turned and a case made that a union can survive only

by being in opposition and so is led to eaq^hasize that

^^^"Tbe Great Labor Upheaval", unsigned article* Fortune;
vol. XIV, no. I4.* (October, 1936), p. II42.



opposition as the price of survival. g

The final argument against the freedom of association

which so easily becomes a compulsion to associate is based on

the inherent danger of monopoly. This is a problem of com

paring gains and losses, with the balance stated by one writer

thus:

.  • . while union security makes for a strong, disciplined
union, it also makes for monopoly and that carries with
it dangers to production.(D

While the conditions imder which such monopoly has operated

in America, i.e. an almost constant shortage of labor, have

prevented its outline becoming clear, it could be an important

factor were economic condition® to return to the heretofore

traditional situation of there being a constant surplus of

labor.

It can thus be seen that the guarantee of the right of

association carries with it a danger—a danger which both

anti-unionists and disinterested observers have been quick

and persistent in pointing out. While there is no denying

that all group action is founded on the principle of majority

rule, there must be limits to what can be considered just

ground within which it may be permitted. In the matter of

its application to labor relations, the problem is one of

assuring to unions sufficient power to fulfill their

(^^Louis Stark, "Union Security and Its Implications", Annals
of the American Academy, vol. 2I4.8, {November, 19k6), p. 07•



obligations without delivering into their hands a large and

unprotected minority. With Axoerlca's econoBQr oommitted to a

policy of freedom of enterprise, the question la how far it

is desirable to go in effecting the cartellzatlon, through

oompxilsory group action and the concommltant restriction of

individual action, of one of its la^ortant ingredients. While

much of the criticism Is inspired by anti-tinion sentiment,

there Is a hard core of logical reasoning behind the objection

to the granting of near-sovereign powers to a group within a

free functioning economy. That such is not entirely free

from either governmental interference or possible discrimina

tion or hardship to the Individual will be shown below. The

problem therefore becomes one of either removing these near-

sovereign powers, or so controlling the dominant majority in

its use or abuse of them as to confine the abridgement of

minority rights within acceptable limits. The ln^ortance of

this aspect to this study lies in the fact that since the

freedom to associate becomes, to many individuals, a ecoapul-

slon to associate, the unions enjoying the benefits of this

compulsion are thereby given a serious and continuing minority

problem. The reasonable criticisms of the compulsory aspect

of trade union organization hinge not on the mere fact of com

pulsion but the practices which that compulsion may permit

without adequate recourse to relief open to the Injured indl

vidual.

m
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In assuring workers the right to freedom of association

the Wagner Act refused to face« or did not realize» the vital

nature of the problem of determining the appropriate bargain

Ing unit. This the Act has been charged with turning over to

the NLRB "without any chart or compass or rule to guide It,"^^^

The weakness of assuming that the power of government could

stop at the guaranteeing of labor's right to organize was

pointed out by one of the Senate committees reporting on the

Act: "employees themselves cannot choose these bargaining

units because the units must be determined before it can be

known what employees are eligible to participate in a choice of

any kl/nd."^®^ This circular question seriously undermiiifis the

picture of unrestricted freedom of choice which the Act envi

sioned In that "any government agency perfomlng this function

(i.e. the determination of the bargaining unit) cannot help

but interfere with the free right of workers to choose their

own form of labor organization." The administration of

the Act has also been charged with'sacrificing the workers*

right of self-determination by using its power to designate

bargaining units in such a manner as to increase bargaining

r

&

(l)Georg0 W» Alger, "Labor Must Decide", The Atlantic Monthly,
vol. 165# (June, 191+0)# p. 760.

^^^NLRB# S. Kept. 573# 71+ Cong. 1 sess. (1935') p* ll+» cited by
Braun, o£. cit. p. 62.

^^^Metz and Jacobstein, 0£. pit, p. 25.
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power, i.e. selecting larger units for economic power and

thereby forcing upon a large minority the loss of aelf-deter-

mination. One writer has charged that the HhRB placed "the

attainment of increased bargaining power above the protection

of the workers' right of aelf»determination."

the effect of this drawing of government into the very

heart of the labor picture through the key factor of bargain

ing unit determination has been to make labor "increasingly

dependent on the executive branch of the government not only

for those things that it ordinarily strives to get by collect

ive bargaining with employers, but also for the maintenance

of its own membership and the stability of its structure as a

combination of labor organizations." Carried to its logical

conclusion this results in appeals "to government to use its

coercive powers to force workers into the unions or to prevent

members from resigning."

The effects of the Act in the creation of compulsoiy

membership for the Individual through application of the major

ity principle, and effective government intervention In the

determination of the complexion of the majority, both created

minorities which may have been the victims of union irresponai

bllity and placed on the government an obligation to assure

<^)lbld. p. 30.

{2)wiHiam M, Lelserson, 0£. olt. p. 6#

C3)lbld. p. 6-7.
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maxiraum protection to minorities so created. As to whether

this problem can be resolved within the present theory of

American enterprise economy is not clear. However, it means

that the form of compulsory union membership instituted by

the Wagner Act has permanently shifted unions from the sphere

of completely voluntary organizations into one where minorities

are to be expected as a permanent feature. It means that the

relationships of a union to its members are not a matter of

internal import solely, since economic survival forces member

ship on large portions of the working force. It means that

if unions regard protections afforded by the Wagner Act and

succeeding legislation as desirable they must move to make

the position of the involuntary unionists created thereby such

as to render criticism of their treatment lacking in sound

foundations.

Aside from the matter of treatment of minorities, the

unions ere, by their acceptance of exclusive bargaining
• V

rights on a majority principle, charged with a responsibility

to exercise those rights in such a way as to further the

national interest. It must be kept in mind that the right

to representatives of their own choosing and the granting of

exclusive representation rights are by no means inseparable.

Since the latter is considered fundamental to union security,

the unions enjoying it must act In such a manner as to counter

act the "foregone conclusion that union security arrangements

II



siust give an «j®5)loyraent monopoly to the contracting union,"

It becomes the duty therefore of unions to prove that what

ever degree of monopolistic power they hold is exorcised with

proper regard for the public interest.

Discrimination, A common criticism of American trade

unions arises from their practice of discrimination in admis

sions to membership. It most commonly takes the form of

discrimination in respect to color, with sex, creed, or

citizenship following. There are three methods by i^loh

discrimination is praotlcedt color bars in union bylaws,

exclusion by tacit consent, and the admission of certain

groups only to "auxiliary" locals with restricted powers and

autonomy. Unions which practice numerical restrictions on

new members also tend to discriminate in that the basis for

such limited admissions is usually such as to deny an equal

opportunity to join to all. The looat common basis, and one

much used in trades requiring an apprenticeship period, la

to admit new members on a basis of their blood relationship

to present members. While the prime fault here la with the

restriction itself rather than the method, the fact that

restrictions are, in craft unions, almost unshakable leads

to the focussing of attention on the method rather thaa on

the act Itself.

Braun, o£. clt. p, 220•
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Th0 numerical extent of diaorlmination la much exaggerated

After ten year's of operation of the Wagner Act one writer

reported:

Of the 13 million union members, not over 2 million
belong to unions fairly characterized as undemocratic
in essential practices. If this proportion appears to
be high, it is certainly no higher than that of other
voluntary associations . . . but since the unions have
won special protection In law, higher standards may
fairly be demanded of themd)

This writer Hats thirty-one unions which exclude Negroes or

segregate them, twenty-five which exclude women, and a few

which exclude Orientals or aliens. The fact that "Important

unions In expanding Industries are favorably disposed toward

continued Improvement In the economic status of the Negro"

suggests that color discrimination Is dying out, both In

numbers of xinlons practicing It and In their Importance, for

"most of the unions which habitually discriminate against

Negroes either are relatively small or else are confined to

industries in which the trend of employment had been declining,

particularly the railroad industry."

That the National Labor Relations Board regarded dis

criminatory practices as outside its province is indicated

^^^Roger N. Baldwin, "Union Administration and Civil Liberties"
Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2^8, (November, 1916), p.

^^^Herbert R. Horthrup, "Unions and Negro En^loymont", Annals
of the Amerleim Academy, vol. 2l4i4., (March, 19i+6), p» I4-6.

^^hierbert R. Northrup, "Organized Labor and Negro Workers",
Journal of Political Economy, vol. LI, no. 3, (June, 1914-3)#



by the fact that it has been willing to "designate as the

exclusive representative of a bargaining unit a union that

refuses to admit Negroes." This reflection of the reluc

tance of the govemment to use the Act as a ground for the

interference with what are construed to be the internal affairs

of a union could be dismissed as a small facet of a much

larger American problem. To the liberal mind, however. It is

much less defensible than the condoning of Hegro political

discrimination In that the latter has been a part of the fab

ric of American political life for many years, while government

support of union discrimination is of recent origin.

The record of the two major labor organizations on their

attitude towards race dlscriminetion is enlightening: "Offi

cially, the >toerican Federation of Labor opposes race dis

crimination without reservation, , . . Actually, it has con

doned it in all its forms. , . , On the other hand, no

national lanlon affiliated with the Congress of Industrial

Organizations bars colored workers or confines them to separ-

(2)ate locals."^ The relative growth trends of these two

organizations suggest that the problem may be solved largely

with the course of timef however, the difference in attitude

may tend to widen rather than heal the broach between the two

^^^Metz and Jacobstein, o£. clt. p, 125.
Herbert R, Northrup, "Let's Look at Labor", The Natloni

vol. 157» no, 7m (August lij,, 19U3)# p. 11&»



rival organisations in that "the CIO will not run th® risk of

inducting its members into international unions which ar®

still to rid themselves of undemocratic practices."

Color discrimination constitutes a threat not only to

the social fabric of American life but also to the very

existence of certain of the unions. tJnless the progress of

recent years has been one of change of heart and attitude

and not simply a result of a tight labor market, the dis

crimination tactics carry the seed of destruction to the

unions themselves in certain economic and geographic areas.

Laski points out the danger thus!

Nor must one overlook the temptation, almost endemic in
American industry, to create racial hostility, which is
normally the Immediate parent of violence, by using
Negro labor to maintain production . • . the trade union
which dlscrimlnetes between workers on the ground of
colour is bound, sooner or later, to fight the employer
with weapons It has blunted through its own clumsiness.'2)

In assessing th© final effect of discrimination as prac

tlced by American unions it must be reiterated that "we are

not considering here a case analogous to the member of a

church or a political clubj nor even of the stockholder of

a corporation, who can usually sell his stock and get out.e(3)

Aaron Levensteln, "Interfederatlon Warfare and Jts Pros
pects", Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2I4.8, (November,
19146), pTTJBT"

^^^Laski, o£. clt. p. 53.

^^^John P. Troxell, "Protecting Members' Rights Within the
Union", Americsn Economic Review, vol. 32, no. 1, supp,,

^  Jk.VM'X " i i P A.
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Comforting as this analogy would ha, it cannot he applied

properly to a situation where a matter as serious and central

as the right to work and livelihood is involved. While it is

factually true that discrimination is disappearing from the

growing part of the union imavement, the fractional improvement

is of little comfort to the worker concerned who must, as an

individual, he totally excluded or totally accepted. The crux

of the problem is that of reconciling discriminatory practices

with the promotion of union security through the various closed

shop arrangements; while the extent of discrimination Is

diminishing, the growth of union security makes the position

of the discriminatee more difficult. Although the effects of

discrimination may not have heen apparent at the time the Act

was framed, the feeling has since developed that

The conflict between the right to work and . . . /dis
criminatory practices/* • • considered in relation to the
phenomenon of the growth of the closed shop doctrine
requires a re-examination of the effect on the public
welfare of the rules of admission to labor unions and
demands the discovery of an effective method of elimin
ating unreasonable and socially unsound restrictions on
admission to, or retention of meiabership in, unions. (D

Sxpuj The problem of expulsion from unions Is of a

piece with discrimination in that it too serves to deprive the

individual of the right to work. It differs to the extent

that there must be cause for the action shown. It differs also

'^^^Ralph A. Newman, "The Closed Union and the Right to Work",
Columbia Law Bevlew, vol. XLIII, no. 1, (January, I9k3),



In that tha individual concerned is being deprived of a

positive identifiable right, whereas the victim of discrimin

atory admissions policies can generally prove no right in the

work of which he is being deprived.

The use of expulsion to further the ends of a union was

early recognized: Mr. Justice Taft in an iSpij- decision, dis

cussing the relationships of union authorities and union

members, stated that a union authority was justified in enforc

ing discipline "on pain of expulsion from their union."

This decision was given in an atmosphere of relative freedom

of action for both the employer and the worker, a situation

under which the employee was free to choose with which side

he chose to ally himself. With the restriction on action on

the part of both employers and Individual employees which

came with the Wagner Act such a privilege acquired an added

social significance. Since expulsion from a union could,

theoretically, prevent the worker from securing any employ

ment in the industry even if an employer wished to hire him,

it came within the public interest that expulsion from unions

be subject to some form of control in the Interests of the

employee. While the number of oases in which expulsions were

made on the whim of a union official or in the following out

of a grudge have been much exaggerated, even the rare oases

'Thomas v Cincinnati, etc. R. Co., 62 Fed. 803 at 817 {I89i4.).



ei^ ba so sarious to the victim as to arouse public Ire.

The real problem in this matter Is In attaining a point

where both union discipline and a right on the part of the

Individual member to be critical of the union and its leader

ship are made possible of maintenance. While the right of a

union to discipline its members is in the interest of the union,

the employers# and society# this right must not be so eonstnied

as to silence criticism within the union. Many unions in an

effort to peivnit the disciplining of members who are acting

contrary to the union's ends in spirit more than in provable

fact inserted in their charters clauses giving "the ri^t to

expel not only in the Instances provided by Its laws but for

a  'gross breach' of a member's obligations of loyalty,

Such clauses provide a3Hmunitlon for those who use the expul

sion powers of unions as an anti-union argument. There is

some justification for this objection in that "the meaning

and applicability of such rules ere learned# in each case

only ex post facto." Balancing this is the practical

necessity in any charter or constitution of having a general

clause to permit action against those who transgress in ways

which have not been anticipated or encountered previously

Copal Mints# "Trade Union Abuses"# St. John'3 Law Review
vol. VI, no. 2, (May, 1932), p. 302.

(2)
^  'ibid.



The real objection therefore is not the the existence of such

a general clause but to the manner in which it may be used.

The expelled member comes Into a difficult legal posi

tion: ". .. the expulsion of employees from union membership

has not been a direct concern of the federal government. Most

of the state courts show little interest in considering the

rights of expelled members beyond ensuring that the procedures

provided in the constitution of the union and by-laws are

followed." The expelled member therefore is faced with

en almost Insoluble problem: a federal law made his employ

ment hinge on union membership, the federal law exercised no

control over union constitutions and by-laws, neither the

federal nor the state courts are willing to go beyond the

point of assuring that the union constitution and by-laws

have been scrupulously observed. Tortuous as this path Is,

the injured party still has to overcome what has been described

as "an exceptional inertia" on the part of the courts to deal

with such cases. The essential conflict in the expulsion

issue is that the Act conferred rights equivalent to those of

a public body on a trade union but exacted only the standard

of conduct expected from a private, voluntary organization.

The union in its discipllnaiT- actions can meet the legal

requirements yet act in a manner which can represent only

Metz and Jaoobateln, o£. clt., p. 125-126.



iajustlc© to the expellad individual. It can thus b« legally

right yet have acted ao as to outrage public standards of

fair play and justice, fhua the responsibility of a union to

act with scrupulous justice is not a legal but rather a social

one—a matter of meeting the public's standards to the point

where the public will not rise against the xinion and demand

that its privileges be removed or curbed. In discuaaions of

cases of expulsions there la a tendency to regard them as

proof of the Iniquity of any form of closed shop. In defence

of the advantages of the closed shop the unions must counter

these arguments by showing unfair expulsion cases to be en

unfortunate aspect rather than an inescapable result of the

closed shop. This requires the will and the wisdom to restrict

most carefully the extent and circumstances under which use

is made of this power of economically condemning to death the

erring individual.

Restriction of Production

The union action which is held to be of most economic

harm is that of foatherbedding, i.e. the restriction of

productive efficiency by union working rules. These r©strio»<»

tlone are generally defended on grounds of health or safety-

three coats of plaster protect the health of the dwelling*8

occupants, a second movie projectionist reduces the fire

danger. The forms featherbeddlng takes are listed by one



writert

1. restriction on technological improvements in processes
end machinery (example: painters' refusal to use
spray guns)

2. restrictions upon the use of prefabricated materials
(example: carpenters' refusal to Install prefabri
cated cabinets)

3. rules requiring the performance of unnecessary work
(example: printers' insistence on breaking down and
resetting pre-set type)

i|.* the requirement of the hiring of unnecessary men
(example: musicians employed on a standby basis)
rules which place limitations upon employee output
(example: bricklayers' quota of bricks per day)(l)

Estimates of the cost of such practices vary widely. One gov

ernment official's report made claim that:

.  . . labor restrictions on production, which have nothing
to do with wages, hours, or conditions of labor, are today
costing the American consumer over one billion dollars a
year.(2)

On the other hand, one conservative authority concludes his

summary of the effects of featherbedding with the view that

"unions tend somewhat to retard the introduction of technolo

gical changes, but that their influence is not great."(3)

Whatever the true cost, the significance of featherbedding la

in the manner in which it is regarded by the public.

(^^Robert M, G. Littler, "The Public Interest in the Terms of
Collective Bargaining", The American Economic Review, v. 35,
no. 2, (May, Ipl+S), P* 2ll et seq, (The examples are those
of this writer.)

^ Annual report of the Attorney-General of the United States,
(Ipl+l), p. 6l. Cited by Littler, ojo. cit. p. 21?.

^^^SiMsner H. Slichter, "The Responsibility of Organized Labor
for Employment", The American Economic Review, v. 35. no. 2.
(May, I9k$), p. 2(557



The attitudes vary from indignation to an academie view

that workers who practice featherbedding are merely choosing

to sell lass of their time and/or energy for a lower total

return. Exemplifying the former view is the cry that "the

community's interest in industrial progress is too great to

permit any private group, labor or other, to exercise an

enduring veto upon The latter view substitutes

economics for passion:

If the union elects to impose higher costs on the employer
In the form of restrictive rules, It is to that extent
less able to iii^)ose higher coats upon him in the form of
higher wages. Consequently the workers must choose whether
they wish to use their bargaining power to get restrictive
rules or to get higher wages.(2)

The soundness of the latter view is challenged when it is

removed from the realm of abstract economics and applied to

reality, where featherbedding, arising from a belief that a

worker has a property right in a job, sometimes sees this

property right "stretched into the claim that he has a prop

erty right In a job that no longer exists or has never

existed." It is In such eases, most obviously exemplified

by the musicians' union stand-by rules, that the practice

'Corwin D. Edwards, "Public Policy Toward Restraints of
Trade in Labor Unions", The American Eoonomlo Review, vol. 32
no. 1, supp,, part 2, {March, 19ii2), p. IjltO.

^2)suainer H. Slichter, "Collective Bargaining at Work", The
Atlantic Monthly, vol. l6l, (January, 1938)* p. 214.,

^•^^Sdwards, 0£. oit,, p* M4.2 et seq.



becoat^s something more than a eoneealed wage drive and so ot

genuine concern to the public.

In their social iisplications feetherbodding prectices

fall into three main groups: those which are a concealed

form of wage raising, those which aim at maintaining some

geographic monopoly, and those which aim at maintaining some

form of group monopoly. The repugnance ejuprossed for such

practices can be traced to their disregard for two of the

most basic of American mores--that only the industrious or

daring should prosper, and that practices which tend to

diminish or eliminate eos^etltion are undesirable unless

proved otherwise. Peatherbedding runs counter to the two

aasimptions basic to collective bargaining In a free economy-—

comparative equality of bargaining power and conflict of

interest between capital and labor. Invalidation of these

assumptions can logically and easily lead to a situation

where "management end labor are seeking their Joint advantage

at the expense of the public." One writer suggests that

"the remedy for this would seem to be more universal organiz*'*

tlon, both within given industries and throughout industry in

genoral."^^^ While this would undoubtedly have the final

^^^Littler, o£. pit, p. 219.

^George Soule, "Organised Labor's Bole in Our Economic Life",
The Annals of the American Aoadew, vol. I6I4., (March, 1936).
p. 9.



effect of enabling all workers to be potential monopolists and

thus reduce the Inter-worker effects of monopoly. It breaks

3^^

i *

down when It is noted that but a fraction of the American con- ^

sumer group is so employed as to make organization along trad# . f

union lines feasible,

Accepting the thesis that "the broader the front on which v

labor bargains, the store beneficial Is the social result"/^^

the question resolves into whether the maximum orgajiiEation :

v/ould result in such diffusion of this inherent monopoly '

potential as to be self-defeating or whether it would result
■

in a greater and perhaps intolerable squeeze on the unorganised

and the unorganizable. fhe immediate social consequence of f
■

■, it'-

such restriction is, under a condition of full employment, to

reduce the real income of the econon^ by the conferral of

leisure or unexpended energy on those who are, under union

restrictions, producing but a part of their capacity. Such
?

subtle wage drives are apt to price the product out of the "

market or to spur enterprisers to develop a substitute which

may not be subject to such union control: the gradual decline f
of the craft which this produces may be accepted by a union

which prefers present security and prcsporlty for its existing |

membership over a promising future. It is manifestly \infair

to attribute all low volume-high price policies to union

Ibid,



practices* However, with the effective Idleness of a worker

so much more obvious thfua the equal degree of Idleness on

the part of capital or engineering ability, It is not surpris

ing that public censure more generally is aimed at the workers,

Geographic monopolies, for example the printers' refusal

to use plates shipped In already set up, can be regarded only

as pure economic waste. They exemplify a provincialism at

variance with the American living standard goals which are

predicated and maintained on the theory of centralized produc

tlon by methods which can be broken into smaller units only

with a substantial sacrifice in efficiency. They lend them

selves to especially bitter criticism in that frequently the

interloper against whom they attempt to protect the local

workman Is not a non-union competitor but a union brother

They are make-work practices purely and singly. It is unfor

tunate that they are so mercilessly obvious as compared to

policies of similar effect pursued by management, Sumner

Slichtor brings out this ooj^arison of the actions of labor

and Capital on the output available to society thus:

.  * * trade unions affect employment In many ways—some
favorabl-, some unfavorable. Can they be held respons
Ible for their effects upon employment? They can be
expected to conform to such laws and such ethical rules
as the community may seem ̂ ^Ic/ fit to impose. Until
the community outlaws by its ethical code or laws every
action which is unfavorable to the general level of
employment, trade unions cannot be expected to avoid
certain types of behavior or certain types of policy

1^1



simply because these policies are bad for employment
.  , . .(1)

As a defence of featherbedding the argument is weakened by its

academic nature. The losses in productivity by restrictive

policies on the part of capital are losses in indeterminate

potential; the losses in productivity through union feather-

bedding are more visible. Thus they become a basis for

charges that unions are esqjlolting the public through pub

licly conferred privileges.

Restrictive practices aimed at the retention or strength

ening of group monopoly are largely confined to the estab

lished unions which "have vested interests in the continuation

of older methods which require more labor and thus provide

more jobs."^^^ While predicated on a position which is inde

fensible from an economy viewpoint, it has, for the individual,

a measure of soundly based attraction. It is a case where

"the short-term advantage of small groups of workers can be

furthered by practices that conflict with the long-term inter

ests of those workers and of the community." The appeal of

such a short-term view has been summarised thus:

^^^Sumner Slichter, "The Responsibility of Organized Labor
for Employment", American Economic Review, vol. 35» no. 2
(May, 1.9kS) $ p. 20I|.

(2)
C. 0. Gregory, "Some Problems of Policy in Collective Bar

gaining Practices", American Economic Review, vol. 33» no. 1
supp., part 2, (March, 19i|3^» P*

f3)j{0tz and Jacobstein, 0£. cit. p. 6l.



fh© usual pleas of academicians about the long-run bene
fits of technological progress to public, labor, end
management will fall on deaf ears for two reasons:
{1) It is by no means certain that the immediate working
group will participate in these benefits, even in the
long run; and (2) practically all workers live in the
short run, they marry In the short run, they bring up
children in the short run, and they either starve or
prosper in the short run between birth and the grave.
Democratically conducted unions are the organs of exprea
sion of these short-run human beings.d)

The possibility that rate of economic change may become

such aa to make Individual security by work restrictions of

doubtful worth is suggested:

The primary effect of a policy of restriction is to pro-
mot© th® security of the group, but the secondary effect
is to undermine security of the group. Hence, in a
rapidly changing world reel security la only achieved by
pursuing a policy of adjustment.(2)

Prom the viewpoint of the individual, therefore, his restrict

Ive practices eliminate the trials of constant adjustment but

hasten the day of oblivion; if pursued thoughtfully they Indi

cate that he considers the latter catastrophe unlikely in his

time.

Socially, the employment of restrictive practices to

prevent Introduction of newer methods of production incurs

public anger both In cases where there is an effort to protect

^^Hvilliam Gomberg, ̂ Unlon Participation In High Productivity
The Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2li.8, (November, 19ll6).
p.

^^^Sumner H. Slienter, "The Changing Character of American
Industrial Relations", American Economic Review, vol. 29. supp.,
no. 1. (March, 1939), p. 123. — •



a job which still exists and, more heatedly. In cases where

it is utilizied to protect a job which has ceased to exist.

The latter (e.g. musicians' standby rules) are almost universally

the object of public detestation, frequently being regarded

as little more than racketeering masquerading as unionism.

Where restrictions take the form of resistance to the introduc

tion of new methods, they run counter to the faith in America

in things new, although positive proof is lacking that the ^

newer methods would necessarily result in a saving to the con-

w'

sumer.

to Third

0nlons are much condemned by »iiBbera of the general

public for trying to enforce their demands by means of attempt

ing to inflict loss or injury on those who stand in the way

of their attainment. In attei^ting to assess the rights and

wrongs of these moves It is difficult to find any clear line

demarcating iBotive from intent—separating the ultimate object

from the immediate purpose. The error into which strict logic

can lead is pointed out by one writer not unsympathetic to

The distinction between motive (the ultimate object) and
intent (the Immediate purpose) is far from clear-out
All strikes are actuated by an Immediate purpose to
injure the employer. This is the immediate purpose even
in a strike for higher wages, and such a strike ought



logicellj to b® held unlawful.

fhls ̂ Imediete purpose" usually takes the form of the boycott

with the primary boycott relatively Insignificant for purposes

of this study.

Injuries to Producers by Secondary Boycotts. A primary

boycott Is defined as consisting "simply of cessation by con

certed action of dealing with another",^ a secondary boycott

as one in which "an atteagjt is made to procure parties outside

of the combination to cease dealing as woll."^^^ The relative

importance of the primary and secondary boycott was not recog

nized by the Wagner Act which was interpreted as declaring it

illegal to discharge an employee because he Indulges in any

form of boycott. The unwillingness of the courts to attenqpt

to draw any line between the two forms of boycott was indi

cated by the decision In the Buteheson case^ which stated at

one point:

So long as a union acts in Its self-interest end does
not combine with non-labor groups the licit end the
Illicit . . . are not to be distinguished by any Judgment
regarding the wisdom or unwisdom, the Tightness or wrong-
ness, the selfishness of the end of which the particular
union activities are the means.^U)

m

^^Hifitte, o£. pit, p. 14,9.

(2)Edwin Stacey Oekes* ̂ e Law of (
Conflicts (Rochester: ¥he Uawyers"
im), p. 606.

(3)ibid.

;ed Labor and Industrial

^^^312 0.S. 219 (I9UO), cited by Taft "Juriadietlonal Disputes
Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2l^d, O^ov. I9I46)» P* 42.



That thla represented an excessive reaction from the untram

melled power of employers In past decades was suggested by

Mr. Justice Jackson's dissent In an imidentifled case quoted

by Laski:

The labor movement has come full circle. . . , Thla court
now sustains the claim of a union to the right to deny
participation In the economic world to an employer simply
because the union dislikes him. This Court permits to
employees the same arbitrary dominance over the economic
sphere which they control# which labor so long, so bit
terly, and so rightly asserted should belong to no man. ('■)

Having accepted injury as the aim of the boycott, the

disparate acceptability of the primary and the secondary boy-

cott--with the former occupying a revered position In the liberal

mind—arises from the directness of the connection between the

Injured party and the issue at dispute. In an economy so

Intertwined as that of contemporary America, it resolves Into

pressure, with the intent of economic Injury on the party

directly concerned, being applied to groups or Individuals

who are in no position either to assess the merits of the dla

pute or to settle It. Secondary boycotts may result fi»om

seemingly unsolvable Jurisdlctional disputes (which will be

discussed below), or they may be founded on a supposition of

labor class solidarity, using union membership as foundation

for the supposition. The latter seems less applicable in

America than in countries with strong unions of political bent

I»askl, o£. olt# p. 17,

•i j



Tha justification on a class solidarity basis of secondary

boycotts in the consiimer goods field founders when the labor

movement eschews ultimate political or social ends or where

it is of such stature and composition that there may be greater

envy and resentment between competing tmions or between unions

end consumers then between unions and employers. Where unions

have raised their returns above the subsistence level it is

unreasonable to expect secondary boycotts to be observed with

out question by unionists generally. Where a union is seeking

an increment to an already above-average return, only a high

degree of class-consciousness can guarantee that the object

of pressure, i.e. the consumer once removed, will regard the

measure as anything but a legalized nuisance. While the exist-

enc© of the preferred position which is being protected by the

boycott may be used as an example of the efficacy of union

organization, it can more easily turn into envy between groups

than into a feeling of triumph over Class gains. The relative

failure of the secondary boycott in the consumer field in

America seems to indicate that envy or resentment does not

exist solely between the employing class and the employed.

Carried to its logical conclusion the secondary boycott

is ancestor of the general strike. The general strike is

founded on the assumption that laboring individuals and labor

ing groups cannot possibly suffer more from their fellows than

frcaa their opposition. It is founded on the assumption that



labor and eonsximers, groups largely but not entirely over

lapping, have at all times more community of interest than

matched pairs of labor and capital, or consumera and capital.

While the call for a secondary boycott indicates a falling

out of labor and capital in a specific case, the unconcerned

union member and consumer has at all times the fear that he

la being drawn into the conflict merely as one of the strange

bedfellows of war, to be discarded or exploited as soon as

the temporary differences have been patched.

The unwillingness of the American union member to consider

his Interests primarily with the union movement has' resulted

in a good deal of criticism from within the unions themselves

of the legal support of the losses and nuisances arising from

secondary boycotts. While the legal support of boycotts is

ostensibly on a par with that of strike picketing, i.e. protec

tion of the workers' right to inform the public of the exist

ence of a dispute, an effective boycott, as an effective

strike, depends on the ever-lurking threat of violence. The

tacit acceptance by labor of this view la shown by its refusal»

on grounds of safety, to cross the picket lines of jsmother

union.

At the moat favorable, the attitude of the consumer incon

venienced by a boycott is one of being witness to an economic

contest and free to pursue his own self-interest. At the

least favorable, It may become one of acting deliberately to



ddfdat th« boycott as a moans of wsakenlng an undesirable

sovereignty in American economic life. In either case, the

effective boycott adds up to an attempted Infringement of

his liberty. If confined to a purely infomatlon level it

would be defensible as the other side of the coin of liberty.

Since boycotts on the consumer level tend to succeed only to

the extent that they become something more than an Infonna**

tion device, this view lacks aoeeptablllty.

The secondary boycott in the field of producers' goods

becomes essentially a form of jurlsdlotlonal dispute geographi

cally shattered. It commonly takes the form of refusing to

handle or process materials which have been prodviced or

previously processed under conditions not within the area of

acceptability. Prior to the passage of the Wagner Act it

most frequently took the form of resisting the use or handling

by union members of materials which had previously been subject

to non-union labor. Under the Wagner Act the general materials

of commerce and Industry could be produced by non-union labor

only with the consent of the workers involved. The employer

thus being free neither to choose to have union labor or non

union labor, nor to choose what variety of the former, success

ful pressure through a secondary boycott could not be relieved

by the primary producer. To the extent that the dilemma was

not within the power of the injured party to solve, such boy

cotts were even less favorably regarded than those in which a

i

i?



nuisance Is legally condoned, i.e. the eonsmaer secondary boy

cott.

The moat common form, was that exemplified by one labor

dispute in Hew York City. An API* union had a closed shop in

the installation of certain types of electrical equipment.

The only practical source of supply of such equipment was a

factory in which the CIO had bargaining rights. The APL union

struck against installing equipment made by CIO labor. In this

ease the installation contractor had no alternative to dealing

with an API/ union since his eH5)loyees had so voted under their

right of self-determination. The CIO manufacturer, similarly,

had no alternative to dealing with the CIO union. Unless and

until the two unions made a truce the strike was not within

the power of the struck contractor to resolve. The only solu

tion offered by the APL union In this case was that of rewir

ing the equipment on the scene of installation, using APL

labor. The sheer waste of such a solution would naturally

discredit the practicing union In the eyes of the public.

Such a case spotlights the monopolistic aspect of the closed

or union shop in that, while competition is not despised but

rather admired in American life and business, the hold in

this ease was one stemming not from demonstrated competitive

Sv;psrlorlty but from legal protections.

Injuries to Producers by Jur1sd1ct1ona1 Disputes. While

the exasiple above offered a solution at an exhorbitant coat.



straight Jurljsdictlonal disputes offer no solution to tho

employer concerned^ The straight jurisdlctional dispute is

one in which two unions ere claiming the right of their

bers to certain types of work. They become most heated when

technological or style changes throw a large area of production

open to unionization with no one union clearly entitled to

jurisdiction: a wooden trim is supplanted by a metal trlm--

are the metal workers or the carpenters to have jurisdiction

over its installation? Sleeks become an item of femak* apparel-

are the ladles' garment workers or the tailors to organize

the workers there employed? Such disputes can be, and fre

quently have been, between two unions under the same banner,

either APL or CIO. When within the same federation it appears

to be reasonable to claim that "logically, organized labor

should bear the burden of resolving such controversies, since

they are of organized labor's making." Even here, within

one federation, to hold this view, one must assume a discipline

end a solidarity at variance with the facts. The former has

no legal basis in that the centralized control In the federa

tions Is very week. The latter Is lacking because of the

"scarcity thinking" which permeates most union economics. The

letter is Illustrated by the argument of one writerJ

^^^Ludwig Teller, "Requirements of a national Labor Policy"
Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2ii.8, (November, 19lj.6;,

tvi?-



The feeling of proprietorship or vested right over a
given task Is reinforced by "scarcity feeling"--the
notion that the amount of work available Is limited . . •
the argument that the amount of work in the world is not
fixed but is responsive to factors such es income end
costs, end that jurisdictional disputes to the extent
that they increase costs and Introduce elements of un
certainty reduce the total amount of work, will not
necessarily convince union members end their leaders
that they should surrender parts of their job terri
tory. . . .(1)

To the member of a union, and most certainly to a member pos

sessing seniority, such en argument may hold theoretical

appeal but it will do little to controvert his experience.

The value of seniority Is a function of the volume of

work and the worker's relative position on the preference list

to receive that works thus any action which will enhance

either of these factors will add to his seniority's value.

Improvement in the worker's relative position is much less

open to positive action than the alternative of widening

the area over which that relative position applies. While

there is undoubted merit in the claim that such practices

may reduce the available jobs, this Is an argument which is

tmie for the economy es a whole but lacks validity when

applied to the individual whose economic conduct is deter

mined, as noted above, by relative seniority and scope. While

the latter is to some extent Influenced by the actions of

individuals It is essentially a reflection of the activity

Philip T&ft, "Jurisdictional Disputes", Annals of the
American Academy, vol. 2148, (November, 19^6), p. 3^7



level of the whole economy, fhe former Is strictly an indi

vidual function end it may be to the individual's interest

to press for enhancement of his seniority with full cogni

zance that the saeana employed are reducing the effective

scope,

The determlnable losses caused through jurlsdictional

strikes have not been such as to justify the stress laid upon

them. For the period 1938-lt.5j the juriadiotional dispute

accounted for an average of only percent of the man days

lost through all strikes. In no year did It accoxint for more

than 10 percent and in half the years for leas than 5 poreent.^^^

Thus a cessation of jurlsdictional disputes would have made

but little difference in the strike record of the years under

review. Their prominence in views critical of unionism there

fore cannot be supported by fact. Two grounds for this exag-
••S'.

>1

geration are suggested,

The first is that they do not see® to beer out the claim I

of labor's solidarity on which many of its demands are based

■  k
in theory. When labor, in the interest of a favorable and |

responsible position, stresses the fact that it is a dis

ciplined, democratic body prepared, given favorable conditions,

to make great contributions to society, the suggestion is

laiierent that there will be no large wastes from friction

(1)
^^Ibid., p. 37* The figures are based on annual coiapilations
in the Monthly Labor Review,
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vlthln the movement. If this is taken at face value* although

an examination of the legal basis of American union organiza

tion would give no grounds for such, the juriadictional dispute

can be at best a blunder and at worst a crime. While the fault

lies in ascribing to the labor movement a cohesion which it

would like to, but does not, possess, proof of the hollowness

©f the solidarity claim tends to make for the feeling that

great privileges have been deposited in an unworthy receptacle.

The second reason for the unjustified stress placed on

jurlsdictional disputes lies in their departure from the com

mon belief that both the rewards and the injuries resulting

from a matching of economic power should devolve principally

on the parties concerned. While the two unions so involved

undoubtedly suffer a loss, the position of the entrepreneur

commands wide public sympathy. It seems to the public to

be an outrage to force a businessman into the position where

he is being denied the right to do business unhindered but

Is offered no moans of removing the hindrances which do arise.

Ihe Wagner Act legalized the jurlsdictional dispute to an

extent which severely limited the entrepreneur in the direc

tions in which he could overcome the Injuries attendant upon

It. It prevented him from attempting to Influence either

union in its actions. It prevented him from attex^ting to
.• .W

operate with non-union labor under conditions which would |
promise sufficient permanency to enable him to muster an



efflelent working force. The relative appeal of the position

of the business and the relatively Indefensible position of

the union movement as a whole in the case of a jurlsdlotlonal

dispute inconveniencing the public caused this form of union

activity to earn dislike to a degree in excess of its impor

tance.

Injuries to the Public by Industry-wide Bargaining. The

possibility of industry-wide bargaining was anticipated long

before it emerged as a factor in American industry* Mr.

Justice Taft in a 1921 case declared?

To render this combination at all effective, employees
must make this combination extend beyond one shop. It
is helpful to have as many as may be in the same trade
in the same coiHiaunity united, because in the competi
tion between employers they are bound to be affected by
the standard of wages of their trade in the neighbor
hood. Therefore, they may use all lawful propaganda to
enlarge their membership and especially among those
whose labor at the lower wages will injure their whole
guild.(i)

If one interprets the word "neighborhood'* to mean economic

neighborhood, thust in many cases» embracing the entire

country, it will be seen that what was here given blessing

could develop into what we now know as industxy-wlde bargain-

4-,

%■

The case for industry-wide bargaining stems from a con*

vlction of the desirability of removing wages from the

'American Steel Foundries v Tri-Clty Central Trades Council,
2^7 U.S., l&h at p. 209, (1921).



competitive area:

If a whole Industry agrees upon a uniform contract with
labor, it could largely eliminate labor as a competitive
factor, at least, within that particular industry ...
different coa^anies would therefore have to convert
competition into a striving for Improved services and
reduced distribution costs.(1)

Whether it is desirable to remove labor costs from competition

is open to serious question. It puts on an industry-wide

basis labor's claim to its share In the fruits of improved

production in that it assumes that all units within the indus

try are able to pay equally. While according to classical

economics this would be the trend through the elimination of

substandard units. It seems unlikely to occur in a large

scale industry where units are of such size as to make their

disappearance unlikely. The greater likelihood is that labor,

in the interest of protecting job rights of large numbers of

members employed in the less productive units, will have to

set a rate lower than could be obtained from the more efficient

producers on a unit-bargaining basis. On the other hand,

industry-wide bargaining puts greater pressure on the indi

vidual producer in that his resistance to a wage settlement

may have to be sufficiently strong to withstand eettlement

pressure from both the union and the other employers In the

industry.

(1^ R
Ralph M. Blagden, "Industrial Relations: a Triangular View"

Christian Science Monitor Magazine, (December 7, 1938), p. 3.
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The ftrgtunents against Industry-wlda bargaining hava a

mora social tone. It Is primarily claimed that "industry-

wid® bargaining as it now exists gives a monopolistic position

to labor organisations . . , from the fact that the law permits

unions to take disciplinary measures to enforce decisions upon

their members*«{1) A line of reasoning both social and

economic in its ramifications is coamonly stated thusi

.  . . the most significant result will be the centraliza
tion of tremendous power in the hands of a few national
labor leaders^ with a corresponding curtailment of local
autonomy in collective bargaining. . . . Once a union
obtains the closed shop on a national basis* the hierarchy
of officials in charge of that union possesses the power
to determine whether any individual citizen shall have
the right to earn a livelihood in that industry in any
part of this nation.(2)

In its opening sentence this view falls into the commonly used

propaganda technique of using local ri^ts as a mask for

defending an otherwise weak position. In its last sentence*

however* it points up a likelihood which strikes very real

fear into many honest defenders of economic liberty, a fear

whioh is not completely groundloaa if industry-wide bargain

ing rights are permitted unions with discrimination and expul

sion records not above reproach. Labor here is in danger of

opening the way to a reversal in source of the blacklist which

it fought for so many years.

^^^Metz and Jacobateln, 0£. cit, p. 63,
^^^Almon E. Roth, "Is Mat ion-wide Bargaining Ahead?", !Phe
Atlantic Monthly, vol, 172, no. 2, (August, I9i|3), p. 72,



A ffiore reasonable objection lies In the fact that. In

order to obtain any parity, both sides to such a bargain must

have equal power to combine and equal power to discipline

their members into acceptance of group decision. The danger

of the necessary parity undermining anti-tmst legislation is

pointed out by one writer:

For the Board to approve of a uoiltiple-employer unit,
not only must collective bargaining have been practiced
on that basis, but the existing employers' bargaining
association must have the authority to bargain for and
bind its members. Obviously such an agreement would
violate the Sherman Antitrust Act. • • .(D

The public's objections to any cooperative action on the part

of ostensibly competing business units is claimed by some

writers as supporting evidence of their argument against

industry-wide bargaining:

An industry can't sit down with labor as a unit, if
anti-monopoly hysteria is to pulverize that industry
into hB.rd and fast little atoms. . . .(2)

Whether such "anti-monopoly hysteria" is well or badly grounded

is not pertinent here. Pertinent, however, is the question

of whether it is possible to encourage or even force Industry

wide action in a vital pricing coiig)onent without weakening

the case against such group action in other aspects of the

seme whole.

Public fear of industry-wide bargaining is based on the

^^^Metz and Jacobstein, o£. cit. p. 118.

'Ralph M. Blegden, o£. cit. p. 3»



power of public inconvenienoe or harm which It gives both to

unions and to industry; the power is obvious and offensive in

the former oaae» more concealed and generally more defensive

in the latter* The tendency of industry-wide bargaining to

centre in the production of the necessities of life or commerce

(for which no reasonable substitutes are available) shifts

the real burden of an i'ndustry-wiae work stoppage from the

industry to the public:

When there is a complete stoppage of the production of
a basic commodity, the strike is In reality a strike
against the general public, including workers indirectly
affected, oulte es much as it is a strike against the
employers.Cl)

The outcome of such disputes* and the lack of a reasonable

and available substitute, which lack removes Inter-Industry

competitive losses as a settlement pressure on either workers

or employers* is ecraing, with increasing frequency* to be a

political settlement* The public is quick to demand such and

"tinlons have come to expect federal intervention when an

industry-wide strike affects the general public." IS

such settlements have, during the past decade, been generally

favorable to labor, they carry a danger to labor's well

founded opposition to government enforced arbitration*

While it would be equally just to blame the employers

^^^llets and Jacobstein, op* cit* p.

^^hbid. p* 14*



organization for the prolongation of an Industry-wide strike

in a vital area as It la to blame the unions, the reaction of

the average citizen Is conditioned by his awareness of the

foundations on which those two organizations are based. Within

the theory of Industrial competition, any effective employer

organization seems more a product of clrciuBstances than design:

more a temporary defensive measure than a preconceived plan.

The union's industry-wide bargaining structure seems neither

temporary nor secret. It Is founded on a stepped gradation

of smeller unite all of which have been given a monopoly,

albeit a democratically managed one. Undoubtedly there la a

form of skewness in these attitudes—a skewnoss which Implies

more centrifugal force than exists In the ease of the unions

and more centripetal force than exists In the ease of the

eii5)loyers. There Is some legal background for this error In

that the Wagner Act tended to enhance the centrifugal force

In unionism and the anti-trust laws the centripetal force In

corporate organization.

The protective tendency of the Wagner Act and the correc

tive tendency of the anti-trust laws did little to soften the

harshness with which major Inconveniences due to industi^^-

wide stoppages were viewed. A show of strength between parties

so abetted or regulated tended to drive public resentment

against the party which was considered to have attained its

strength through government Intervention rather then the

party which had attained it despite government, regardless of



the merits of the respective oases. While the unions are not

necessarily any more able to do the decisive yielding In an

industry-wide stoppage than is industry, they tend to bear

the bnmt of public animosity due to their protected position.

The vital nature of this protected position should impel

unions to consider well the effects of any action which would

lead the public to charge them with responsibility for an

economic stalemate.

The importance of public reaction la enhanced by the

tendency to force it to bear the major discomforts and losses

of an industry-wide shutting off of supplies. Whereas the

public can bypass a dispute between one employer and one union,

and in that bypassing perhaps hasten settlement by a shifting

of trade, it can do nothing in an industry-wide stoppage

other than press for a political settlement. The importance

of union realization of its close connection with the public

is stated by LaskiJ

In this coD^lex postwar world th^r® is no industrial
community at the heart of which the relation between
trade unions end the public is not of pivotal Importance.

Non-eni of Contracts

A c©ma©n charge in protracted wad bitter disputes is that

the union has violated its contract. The seriousness of such

'baski, clt. p. i|9.
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charges la evident when one considers that sanctity of contract

is fundamental to a free and orderly economy. The regarding

of union agreements as being substantially similar to other

business contracts becomes a doubtful comparison when one

works beck to the basic definitions. A contract is an agree

ment enforceable at law. If a law is accepted as "a rule of

conduct which the courts enforce", the reluctance, and in soaw

oases the inability, of the courts to enforce union agreements

throws doubt on whether they may be considered contracts in

the usual meaning of the term. This line of reasoning makes

the definition of a contract subject to the areas in irtiich the

courts can and will act. However, since it is in the working

out rather than in the theory that the legal position of union

contracts must be judged, this conclusion is not without sound

grounding.

Minority Right to Picket. There are three major points

of dissatisfaction with the extent to which union agreements

were enforceable under the Wagner Act. The first of these was

the inability to prevent a, minority from picketing an estab

lishment which had signed an agreement with a majority. Since

the establishment was bound under the Act to deal only with a

majority which had been given the exclusive representation

rights for the entire group of employees, it can be seen that

the injuries from minority picketing could not be resolved by

the employer. Since picketing is successful only to the extent



that It injures the astablishment concerned. It can thus be

considered an action directed against a party deprived of the

right of self-protection#

Any attempt to rectify such a condition must throw into

the courts the entire question of passing on the permissibility

of picketing. Any such attest to punish a union which per

mitted its members to picket in violation of the Act "would

again put up to the courts the constitutional question whether

or not they will enjoin picketing that is designed for an

illegal or an undesirable purpose." Under the Act relief

from picketing became available only when the picketing wont

beyond the point of being considered peaceful. The criminal

prosecutions then possible failed to meet the situation in

that picketing can be successful, i«e. injurious to the estab

lishment being picketed, by implied violence without depart

ing in fact from the area considered peaceful.

It might be claimed that the right to picket on the part

of a minority could not be suppressed without removing the

source of vitality and democracy in unions. While it is desir

able to keep the minority groups in unions active in the inter

ests of constant critical surveillance of the actions of the

majority, in the past any vitality so gained has often been

gained at the expense of an innocent third party. Since the

^^^Metz and Jaoobatein, op. cit. p.

ill



the basis of difference is not with the establishaent but with

the majority within the union, it would seem undesirable to

permit the pressures of an Intra-union dispute to devolve on

parties estopped from any effective counteraction.

Jurlsdictional 5utes. The second of the major points

of dissatisfaction with the way union agreements were enforce

able under the Act was that of its failure to act affirmatively

to prevent jurisdictional disputes. The fact that the majority

in the Board-determined bargaining unit was given sole repre

sentation rights and that the en^loyer was forbidden to bargain

collectively with any other group, made Illegal any attempt on

his part to settle a jurisdictlonal dispute. In awarding

exclusive jurisdiction to the majority, the Board was following

out the practice of democratic self-determination. Such an

award would seem to carry with it en obligation to compel the

minority to restrict to reasonable limits its efforts to unseat

the majority. Undoubtedly the Board had a significant influence

on the fortunes of any union or group within a union by its

power to determine bargaining xinits. With conflicting power

drives in the union movement, it was to be ejected that the

decisions of the Board would not and could not further all such

ambitions. While the problem of resolving conflicts arising

from bargaining unit decisions does not suggest any easy solu

tion, the Act seems to have failed even to face the problem

squarely.
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The unenviable position of a business plagued by juris

dictional disputes under the Wagner Act was such as to carry

wide appeal. The Act appeared to put the business at the

mercy of warring factions yet denied the business the right

to attempt settlement: it supported two or more warring fae

tlons without forcing peace by internal conciliation or external

fiat. Following a listing of such cases one writer concluded:

The foregoing cases . . . give point to the unfairness
of the present Federal regime, vdiioh on the one hand
places upon management the burden of resolving juris^c-
tional labor controversies, end on the other hand punishes
laanagoment for taking action necessary to recue a busi
ness threatened with ruin by such controversies.(1)

Important as is the power aspect of American unionism,

and laQjortant as the right to jurisdictlonal disputes may be T

to the pursuit of that power, it is very questionable whether

the union movement as a whole does not suffer more from their

use than it stands to gain. Certainly the employer can In the

ease of a jurisdictlonal dispute claim to be without sin, and

can effectively promote the suggestion that the enemy of

economic peace is not the greed of capital but the power

ambitions of organized labor. Whether disruptions were any

more frequent in number or intensity undor the Wagner Act

then they would have been without some sooh act is a matter

of conjecture. However, the record under the Act indicates

that such disputes could not be settled within the union

Ludwlg Teller, o£. cit. p. 178<
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movement itselfj this leaves open only two paths--that of

allowing employers to attempt to Influence a decision or the

acceptance by the government of full responsibility for the

policing of the state which it has legislatively created.

At Law Genei >  The third major difficulty in making

union agreements correspond in enforceability to the ordinary

contracts of commerce lies In the division of power over tinlons

between the federal government and the state governments.

The extent to which this division made any cohesive labor

policy procedurally difficult while the Wagner Act was operative

has been thus summarized:

Although the law has conferred upon workers a right to
organize unions, the legal basis of such labor organiza
tions at present springs entirely from state statute or
common law. Employers have an obligation under national
law to engage in collective bargaining, but the legal
enforceability of the agreement arrived at by the
collective bargaining is generally determined by state
law. Under federal law it may be legal for a trade
union end an employer to enter into a closed-shop con
tract, but the right of a specific worker to join a
union and the power of the union to expel him are deter
mined not by the laws of the U.S. but by those of the
several states. (D

The legal division thus covered the two significant aspects

of enforcement of contracts and the member's rights within the

union. It made collective bargaining mandatory under federal

lip
law with the enforceability of any resulting bargains a matter

dependent on the applicable state lew. Such a situation.

Metz and Jacobstein, o£. cit, p. 21-22,



where the Intent of federal laws was not clearly enforceable
9

in the federal courts would seem to lead inevitably to matters

urgently requiring rectification felling between the two legal

jurigdietiona.

Even assuming the aolutlon of the not inconsiderable

pTOoedurel difficulties, the cry to make union contracts

legally enforceable seems to be baaed on a comforting but not

entirely valid analogy, i.e. that the matter at dispute in a

civil lawsuit and in a union dispute are equally reducible to

terme of money and hence open to the same monetized settle

ment. The only worthwhile settlement, other than perhaps

punitive damages, in a suit to end a strike is one which will

assure the return to work of the group on strike; experience

of recent years has indicated that this is a matter where

theory and fact are by no means one and the same* The possi

bility of legal action against each individual striker being

obviously iB^ractical, there remains only the course of

ordering the union leaders to issue a return to work order.

The experience with the United Mine Workers has proved how

ineffective such an order can be. ITie sole examples of

effectively forcing illegal strikers to return to work have

been in cases where the government has taken over the industry

and thus made continued absence a form of military desertion.

Rather than representing solutions, these have constituted

glaring exan^les of admission of defeat.



Whil# the W&gner Act could not be held entirely respons

ible for the legal dlffloultles In enforcing contracts. It

did make those difficulties more pressing. Representing, as

It did, the first steps toward a national labor policy. It could

not help but expose glaringly the legal difficulties any

national labor policy must face under a federated form of

government. It can, however, be justly criticized for setting

up certain powers without ensuring the adequacy of legal

remedies against abuses of those powers.
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CHAPTER V

CHANGES UNDER TBS ACT

In volghlng the eoolal end eeonorale effects of ten years

of operation of the NLRA# one must first recognise the demise,

with the passage of the Act, of the validity of what one writer

calls "the absolute rights theory" of labor relations, with

its weighing of all happenings in the field against the consti

tutional guarantees of free speech, freedom of assembly, etc.

.Supplanting these absolute concepts one sees "institution

alized coercion which has developed in labor relations . . .

/presenting ... a sharp contrast to the principles of free

contract without private duress which govern the legal rela

tions of Individuals and groups elsewhere in modern industrial

society.«(2)

Legal Sanction of Coercion by Unions

The existence of coercion has not been denied by the

more realistic labor spokesmen. An unnamed union official

is quoted as follows in addressing a group of management

Wltte, D£. pit, p. 59*

^^^Corwin D, Edwards, "Public Policy Toward Restraints of
Trade by Labor Unions; an Economic Appraisal", American Econom-
Ic Review, vol. 32, no. 1. supp., part 2, (March, I9US), p. h32



executives who questioned whether the union shop was not

running counter to the freedoms guaranteed by the imerlcan

constitution:

Of course# it's coercion. That's what all the argument
is about: the right to force someone to do something
against his will. But this is not a legitimate objec
tion to the union shop, as coercion is the fundamental
basis of organized society. In fact, civilization can
be said to have attained maturity when men become intel
ligent enough to order their affairs and compel the
recalcitrant man, the ignorant man, to submit to certain
compulsory rules for the common good of all men.Cl)

The question therefore hinges not on the existence or the use

of coercion per ae, but rather on the economic and social

effects of the manner in which it is used. The efficacy of

any system of labor relations must therefor© prove itself

according to J. M. Clark's standard: "A good system of con

trol must economize coercion."

That we have progressed to the point where we must

accept coercion and try to direct and control it, rather

than look backward to an illusory pest, is suggested by one

writer. He points out that such

... would be to attempt to return to the classical
economist's Garden of Eden of pure competition, small
units of production, flexible prices and costs, free
trade, and virtually complete laisaez faire. such a
paradise never existed, and the trend of economic
history is steadily away from it.(2)

^IJcolden and Huttenberg, 0£. pit, p, 21?.
(2)'George Soule, "Organized Labor's Role in our Economic Life",
The Annals of the American Academy, vol. l8l+, (March, 1936),
p.



The preceding organization of capital haa been presented as

juatiflcation for the subjugation of the rights of the Indi

vidual worker. This subjugation of individual freedom la

considered compensated for by the right to participate In an

effective group decision:

Depersonalized financial power covered the whole of
society with economic units so inclusive, so integrated
with each other, that personal adventure was of less
and less relevance either as social motive power or as
individual opportunity. Out of this struggle grew the
impetus for labor organization as the power of labor
to face the power of capital, as opportunity for indi
vidual participation and power.vl)

Accepting individual freedom unscathed as being far

behind the point of no return, the means of safeguarding the

individual against the inroads of profit-motivated capital

are two--the direct legislation of government (through hour

and wage laws, etc.), and the activities of unions. Since

any bedrock condition is most easily secured by the former,

the activities of unions must be regarded as being primarily

responsible for those aspects which represent a struggle of

interests but something less than the prevention of an "un

limited degradation of the standards of life and work."^^^

The decision on the justification for coercion therefore has

little of the purely humanitarian about it; rather, it becomes

'Louis L. Jaffa, "The Pight for Union Security", The Atlantic
)nthly, vol. I7I# no. 5» (May, ISh'i) > P* 91 et seq.

{2)pEdwards, a£. cit. p. 14.314..



a matter of choosing the extent at which it moat economically

contributes to a workable balance between the worker* the

employer and the consumer.

Extension of Union Affairs Into Public Domain

Since the actions of unions thus come to be scrutinized

under the criterion of how the legislative power increments

have been used, it is pertinent to move into the public domain

matters which were, in effect, legislated there by the con-

ferral of powers on tmlons. These matters of Internal manage

ment and method are private concexms of a private body. When

the body passes from the state of being private to being at

least semi-public, the definition of whet constitutes an

internal matter requires amendment. That the necessity for

this amendmraat was not anticipated by the framers of the Act

is indicated by an early statement of the Boardt

The Board should not Interfere with the internal affairs
of labor organizations. Self-organization of employees
implies a policy of self-management. ... In its
permanent operation the Act envisages cohesive organiza
tions, well constructed and intelligently guided.ID

Criticism of the Act has very generally been directed

toward amendment rather than repeal. As early as 1939 a survey

disclosed that of the executives questioned answered

^^^In the matter of Aluminum Company of America and Aluminum
Workers Union No. I9IOI4, NLRB, Case R-ii., April 10, 1936, Cited,
Hew York Times, (April I3, 1936), p. 36, col. 2.



that thay thouj^t It would be "foolish for manftgament of busi

nesses to try to keep unions from organizing in their plants."

Another poll in the same year disclosed that modification

appealed to as many (111.9^) as did repeal (l|.0.93^). The

general tenor of such modification proposals was founded on

the conviction "often honestly disclosed and clearly articu

lated, that the Act has so extensively affected the play of

Industrial forces that labor has now become too strong and

management relatively too weak."^^^

Such amendment proposals were challenged by the bill's

sponsor. Speaking in 1939» Senator Wagner declared!

I say that the proposals purporting to make the labor
Act less one-sided, to equalize it, to prevent Inter
ference from any source, are based upon the reactionary
view that the worker should not have the right to
organize, or upon the false view that today the worker
has become a privileged character receiving more than
the just fruits of his labor.(d)

While this view tended, and perhaps with current justification,

to regard any amendment as an attack upon the right to organize,

it carried the trace of a suggestion that amendment would

^^^•rhe Fortune Survey, XVIII Fortune Magazine, vol. XIX,
no. 2, (October, 1939)* p. 68 at 91.

^2)unslgned article, "Whet Business Thinks", Fortune Magazine,
vol. XX, no. 4* (October, 1939)* p. $2.

^^^Keyserling, _0£. olt. * p. 26,
^^)Hearing3 before the Committee on Labor, House of Representa
tives, on proposed Amendments to the National Labor Relations
Act, vol. 1, May l8, 1939* p. 288-89, cited by Keyserling,
op. cit. p. 29-30.



c<M« to b« In ordef' whon the need for the one-sldedness had

been corrected. A suggestion that such had eoaie to pass was

contained in a government committee report four years later)

Labor has come of age, and the country expects these
(labor) leaders to recognize that labor has duties as
well as rights.(1)

Ten years of operation of the Act had solidified the oi?y for

amendment, with business in the lead with such declarations ass

.  . . something has to be done to make unions more
responsible ... to their members concerning internal
policy and finance, to the truth when they promote
their causes verbally or In writing, to employers when
they have entered into a contract, and to the public
at all times.(2)

While such declarations were, sometimes more productive

of heat than light, they were indicative of a profoimd change

in attitude towards unions over the decade. Emphasis was

shifted from whether unions should be permitted or encouraged

to the manner in which they should bo expected to reciprocate

for the encouragement they received. The rights of the

member within the union were drawn into the public domain

with good cause although not always with admirable motive.

The observance of contracts superseded the question of the

right to contracts. Finally, the effects of union-Industry

^^^Beport Ho, 10, part 6, p. 3 of the (Truman) Special Committee
investigating the National Defense Program, (April 2, 19^3).

(2)Charles 0. Gregory, "Something Has to Be Done", Fortiine
Magazine, vol. XXXIV, no. 5» (November, I9I+6), p, 132.



relations on the public Interest were recognized as being

Of such import as to justify a very thorough scrutiny of the

manner In which legislatively supported groups had outgrown

any humanitarian Justification for such support.
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CHAPTER VI

WEAKNESSES DISCLOSED IN THE ACT

Limited Scope

Almost all ttBendment suggestions arising from a decade's

experience were based on the removal of what has been called

"a piece of legerdemain beyond the coa^rehenslon of the non-

legal mind.**^^^ This legerdemain was the asaus^tion that

unions ware essentially private combinations and thus beyond

the reaches of the law in what were considered their internal ,

affairs. While the Ideal of a group idilch Is self-disciplining

is an admirable one* the problmn remains of what provision is

made in the event of default. Although such sins of omission

were rare statistically, the question remained of what provi

sion was to be made for those oases where discipline, Justice,

and democracy did not prove coexistent.

That a strictly legal interpretation could give authority

to a state lacking In both justice and democracy is Illustrated

by a 1938 New York court decision. This declared that a union had

"power and right to take action reasonably calculated to

advance Its objects, even though such action involves

^^^Philip Taft, "Democracy in Trade Unions", American Economic
Review, vol. 36, no. 2, (May, 19I1.6), p. 363.



Interference with the employment of a member who has com

mitted no wrong and against whom no charges have been pre

ferred." The necessity for union acceptance of regulation

in directions which had previously been considered strictly

intra-union was recognized by the president of the Pattern

Makers' Union, a body of but a few thousand craft "aristo

crats". Speaking in 1938, he statedj

Unless the responsible unions actively support reasonable
legal union regulations in the public interest, then all
unions will feel the wrath of public reaction, and also
without reference to merits. . . .(2)

Stated from the academic viewpoint of weighing complete free

dom against the sacrifice of a measure of freedom for security:

It seems also to bo true that any group which, through
state encouragement and protection, receives a delega
tion of authority must be prepared to accept responsibility
for its actions and be prepared to accept a certain amount
of regulation from the state.(3)

The complete absence of this regulation under the NLRA

was not entirely an administrative choice of the governing

board, since the HLRA was "limited to the correction of unfair

^^O'Keefe v Local U63 of the United Association of Pltimbers
and Gas Fitters of the U.S. and Canada, 277 New York 300
1938» cited by Taft, op. cit. p. 366.

^^^Oswald Garrison Vlllard, "Why Unions Must be Regulated",
The American Mercury, vol. LVIII, no. 21+6, (June, 19I4I+), p. 667.

^^^Carroll R. Daugherty, "Union Policies and Leadership in
Post-war America", American Economic Review, vol. 3i+» no. 1,
supp., part 2, (March, 191+1+) > p. 16^.



labor practices on the part of the employer only.»(1) In line

with this limitation, the Board "since early in its history

»  . . expressly adopted a hands-off policy as to internal

affairs of labor unions." The acceptance of such a limita

tion seemed, from the vantage point of hindsight, to have led

to the sftcrifioe of a desirable end through fear of the

difficulty of the means. The ultimate necessity for accepting

this difficult task rests on the consequences of declining Itt

To meet such problems by intervention la the Internal
affairs of the various unions would Involve almost
insuperable difficulties of public control of union fees,
standards of admission, discipline of members, end
similar thorny issues. To fail to meet them at all
when union membership has become practically compulsory
for large numbers of workers is to deny workers protec
tion against exploitation and abuse.(3)

Whether the corrective legislation could best take the

form of the trimming of labor's group rights or the positive

form of declaring the rights of labor's opposition is immaterial.

The Wagner Act had a positive aim and effect, the promotion of

union organization, but hinged largely on a negative clause,

the list of activities prohibited to employers. Suggestions

brought forward for its amendment ranged from the creation of

"a bill of rights for union members In their relations with

^^^Ralph A. Hewman, "The Closed Union and the Right to Work",
The Columbia Lav Review, vol. XLIII, no. 1, (January, 19-^3)»
p.

^^hbid.

^3)Edwards, o£. eit. p. k39*



their officers and leaders and ... a bill of rights for

emplojers in their dealings with unions" to measures so

vindictive in nature as to bring dismay to those idio hold

that progress should bring the pendulum of labor-enqployer

relations to a final rest.

Failure to Deal with and Diserlmlnatlon

Under the Aot m injured member was faced with a stated

disinclination of the courts to judge such matters in any

thing but a strictly legal light* 1!he traditional reluctance

of the courts to ensvire justice when such seemed to be the

victim of a proeedurally impeccable union decision was defended

by one court thus:

Courts do not ait in review of decisions thus made by
such officers even though it may appear that there has
been an honest error of judgment, an innocent mistake
in drawing inferences or making observations, or a
failure to secure all information available by a more
acute and searching analysis.(2)

That the following of this precedent was considerably teaqpered

toward the end of the decade under study is indicated by a

summary of the results of over three hundred eases brought to

court by union minorities in the period 1930-14.5s

Despite the disinclination of the courts to intervene
unless union rules were grossly violated, relief was
given in a third of the eases, increasingly in recent

^^^Daugherty, 0£. eit. p. 178.
{2)sney v Lovely, 276 Mass., l60 (1931)» cited by Taft, op. cit.
p. 363.



yeara.^ '

Although the Board regarded its overall policy as having

"no express authority te remedy undemeratlc preotloes within

the structure of union organization"/^^ it did act on the

policy of refusing to certify a union "if it should dlecrimin-

ate in representing its constituency on the ground of race.^^^

This guaranteed equality of representation to all without

giving the diserialnatee an equal voice in the affairs of the

union. It represented a somewhat Ironic twist to the general

union objection to "free riders" in that the union was insist

ing on their existence and the Board insisting on their

receiving the equality of treatment which unions generally

begrudged them.

The iaqjlled recognition by labor that the conditions

under which a worker may be admitted to a union must pass a

test for reasonableness is indicated by the statement of

William Oreen;

We deny that any person is denied his ri^t to work when

^^^Roger H. Baldwin, "Union Administration and Civil Liberties",
The Annals of the American Academy, vol. 2l4B, (November, 19i4-6),
p. "

^^^Larus and Bro. Co., 62 NLRB No. 1^ {16 LRR 717» 16 LRR man.
2I4.2), cited by Joseph Rosenfarb, "Protection of Basic Rights",

Wagner Act; After Ten Years, Louis G. Silverberg, ed.,
(Washington: The Bureau of ̂ atlohal Affairs, 19^5)» P« 96.

Joseph Rosenfarb, "Protection of Basic Rights", in The
Wyner Act: After Ten Years, Louis 0. Silverberg, ed,,
(Washington: The Bureau of National Affairs, 19h^}j P* 96.
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hla failure to obtain employment in a union shop la duo
only to his own voluntary act in refusing to become or
remain a union member, although membership is open to
him under reasonable terms.(iT

The significant final phrase is repeated la a union brief!

... Where the enjoyment of rights is conditioned upon
compliance with reasonable conditions, individuals wiio
voluntarily refuse to comply with such conditions are
not being deprived of those rights.(2)

T© accept both of these statements at their face value bases

the whole question upon the interpretation of the phrase

"reasonable conditions". Since obviously to every rule maker

his rules are reasonable, to hang the case on such a phrase

Inqplles a confidence on the part of the rule maker in his

ability to prove the reasonableness to an li^artial authority.

Labor and its representatives, therefore, have iraplied their

acceptance of an outside judgment of the reasonableness of

the conditions they impose.

The general tenor of moat suggestions advanced to correct

the unsatisfactory expulsion and discrimination possibilities

was reflected in the proposals of "a committee of pro-labor

men from the American Civil Liberties Union ... /ihic^ . • .

declared in its view the only legal measures justified at

^^^Amendments to the National T4abor Relations Act, Bearings
before the House Committee on Education and Labor, 80 Cong.,
1 Sess., pp. 1631, 1632.

^^^Brief for Appellants in re A.P. of L. v American Sash Co.,
335 U.S. 538 (19^4-9)1 Lincoln Union v Northwestern and Whitaker
V North Carolina, 335 U.S. 525 {19il.9), cited by Braun, op.
cit. p. II4.6.
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prea«nt ̂ 9l4j7 theses

1. PvuQishing the exclusion from membership of any quali
fied persons on account of race, religion, sex,
national origin or political affiliation.

2. Providing for hearing by an administrative agency on
suspensions or expulsions, with review by an appelate
court.

3. Similarly providing for the review of the application
of democratic rights tinder union constitutions."(D

To the objection of extreme complexity of government interfer

ence in what have traditionally been the private affairs of

unions, the answer was given that:

.  . , the assumption of such jurisdiction is practicable
and . * . essential. The review of the reasonableness

■  of union rules of admission would be no more difficult
than is the exercise of control over the elusive element
of bona fides in the bargaining processes or over prac
tices in hiring and discharging. On the question of
necessity, it is submitted that governmental control is
essential in order to avoid the peak of inequity which
would be attained if government's assistance in collec
tive bargaining were to enable organized labor to deny
arbitrarily to individual workers the right not only to
bargain but to join the organizations and hence to work.'2)

Failure to Assure Democratic Conduct of Unions

A common criticism of unions under the Act was that their

internal affairs were frequently managed with something less

than perfect democracy. The protected positions which unions

enjoyed gave weight to such objections if they were well

grounded in fact:

^^^Villard, cit. p. 670.
f 2)
'Newman, op. cit. p.



Beyond all other private associations« trade unions have
a public obligation to practice democracy in their
Internal affairs because of their protection by law In
organizing, in functioning free from employer coercion,
and in bargaining collectively. Being now accorded these
democratic rights, both the government and public opinion
may properly exact of them, in turn, the practice of
democracy in their own affairs.(D

The critical problem was and is that of reconciling firm dis

cipline with maximum freedom for the individual member. Every

live union is faced with the problem of providing a hearing

for well-founded, and even for merely well-intentioned, opposi

tion to its current policies without permitting the forces of

disruption to prevail.

The great growth in the size of vinions, both locals and

internationals, under the Wagner Act was claimed to have been

responsible for a reduction in the strength of the desKjcratle

processes within them. One writer describes and ascribes the

trend thus:

.  . . the evidence seems to indicate that most unions
tend to become less democratic, more highly centralized,
and more autocratic with time, A number of reasons may
account for this trend. Large increases in membership
.  . . greater patronage controlled by the officers . . .
unconcern with internal union affairs as long as officials
"deliver the goods" . . ,{2}

The emergence of union locals with as many as 65,000 membera

would of necessity bring to an end the sia^le and direct

^^^Baldwin, clt. p. 51^.
^2)Philip Taft, "Opposition to Union Officers in Elections",
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. LVIII, (February, 19l4i-),



demoeraoy which \mions onoo displayed. The connection between

the individual member and bargains which are concluded in his

name became, therefore, of necessity less direct. Whether it

remained clear and controlled in the essentials, with only the

details enmeshed in the machinery necessary to control a group

numbering in the scores of thousands, has been disputed. The

claim that the membership has retained the essential control

has been stated thus;

The ultimate control over collective bargaining in most
unions does rest with the rank and file. This is true
of all steps from the formulation of demands to the
final approval of the contract. True, the full power
of settlement is sometimes vested in the negotiators,
but the significant point is that this power is volun
tarily entrusted to the leaders by the rank and file in .
most instances. It Is ti^e, further, that (especially)
in national negotiations, the actual control over the
bargaining—in prectice--rest8 with a small sub-committee
of the negotiating group. But here again the condition
has been brought about by necessary structural conditions
and was not imposed on the rank and file by leadership.(i)

While delegated power such as here described may pemlt

of many miscarriages of the Intent of the delegators, it is

reasonable to assume that the mere fact of delegation, carried

even to the point of enormous concentration, is not proof of

undemoeratie processes. Rather, it is the introduction into

one segment of society, a segment so large as to acquire

characteristics of society itself, of the large problem which

faces highly organized Industrial socletieai

Joseph Shlster, "Union Control In Collective Bargaining",
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. LX, (August, I9I+6), p.



.  , • delegation of power always creates the possibility
of abuses, and the unions are mlerocosms which reflect
the dilemma of the modern world: how to combine effl--
clency in administration with democratic process.

Delegation of authority on an extensive basis undoubtedly

opens the way for the building up of personal machines within

tmlons# While such organisations are frequently charged with

being a cancer attached to a worthy body, such charges must

be Judged as questions of fact rather than principle:

Unions must . . . have the power to direct their member
ship. Refusal by an official to yield to every whim of
the rank and file, or the insistence by the officers
that unpleasant compromises be made, demonstrates no
basic fault In the structure of Intra-unlon government.v2)

The lack of provision for Judicial review of union deci

sions on questions of fact led to a groat deal of public

resentment. In this resentment the public was ahead of the

courts and the legislators In recognizing that unions had

outgrown the category of private organizations. A frequently

proposed solution was that of same fom of review within the

labor movement Itself:

.  « . the labor movement should Itself create en impartial
tribunal—a sort of Federal Trade Commission--which would
furnish quick and Inexpensive review. Moat unions regard
such suggestions with extreme distaste, but only some
such program . • . can ward off permanent and more stringent

Philip Taft, "Democracy in Trade Unions", American Economic
Review, vol. 36, no. 2, (May, 191+6), p. 360.

Philip Taft, "Judicial Procedure In Labor Unions", Quarterl;;
Journal of Economics, vol. $9, (May, 19U5)i p. 371#



regulation of labor unions. • •

Solutions of this type most oertalnly challenge the undisputed

sovereignty of the union concerned. However, they would

guarantee a more syii5)athetlc interference than might result

should government be compelled to enter through union default.

Lack of Provision for Jurisdictional

The permitting of Jurisdictional disputes with their

seemingly impossible stalemates was one of the most criticised

features of the Wagner Act. The suggestions for their removal

were many but few faced the question of finally solving the

matter. One writer, typical of many, placed the responsibility

but did not Indicate the means of correction:

The government ought to assume the burden of doing that
which neither management nor organized labor is able and
willing to do.(2)

While correct in stating that management was unable to resolve

such conflicts and probably correct in stating that labor was

unable to do so by any recognized and acceptable means, this

view lacked any practical suggestion as to the means which

government should employ. While it seems certain that any

government action to end Jurisdictional disputes must involve

fl)^  'Philip Taft, "Democracy In Trade Hniona", American Eeonomie
Review, vol. 36, no. 2, (May, 19i4-6), p. 369,

^^^Ludwlg Teller, "Requirements of a National Labor Policy",
The ̂ nals of the American Academy, vol. 2i4.8, (November, iPhdi,
p. IW'
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some form of government dictation to unions, it is essentially

m matter ̂ f degree, in that government decisions in bargaining

unit determination, en accepted practice, represent inter

vention of a somewhat comparable nature.

There was considerable support for the use of maintenance

of membership provisions combined with the outlawing of the

picketing of any properly unionized establishment. Under such

plans, the Jurisdiction of any union would be determined by

each of the workers concerned, and determined only for a

limited period, the life of the contract. Such a scheme tended

to undermine the argument against outlawing picketing of a

unionized employer based on the fact that to do so without

some provision for worker expression on bargaining agency

tended to entrench on© union to the exclusion of others.

The past record suggests that the probability of en end

to Jurlsdietional disputes without governmental action seems

very dim. There is also the need to end Jurlsdietional dis

putes without freezing Jurisdictions. The problem, therefore,

becomes one of containing such disruptions to the time of con

tract negotiation and assuring the enqployer unbroken per

formance once he has complied with his legal duties. This

type of solution is a coi^romise but one which recognizes

that labor relations are a dynamic thing—one in which \inruffled

peace may signify either the complete dominance of on© group

or the complete stagnation of its opposition. Neither



possibility is to be conteiaplstecl with equfinimity. The need

to strike some sort of working middle was indicated by a pro-

business writer's view of the two alternatlyes:

The closed shop, even the union shop or the preferential
shop, breeds an autocratic atmosphere inside a union.
At the other extreme the open shop is often intolerable,
for it means that management can break a struggling
union.(1)

Undoubtedly sufficient centralization of American unionism

would open the way for a solution of the problem. It would

clearly end the most senseless of jurlsdlctlonal disputes,

those between two groups organized under the same auspices.

It would not settle those eases where an item of work does

not fall clearly within the province of any one of the exist

ing organizations, barring centralization to the degree of

one all-powerful central organization. Such cases are more

likely to increase than to decrease, for, if the American

economy is to develop, there will certainly be obsolescence

in occupations to the same extent that there are shifts in

emphasis between various areas of production.

The objection to jurlsdictlonal peace by the route of

intense centralization in linionlsm lies in the other uses to

which this centralization could be put. Assuming it was

effectively handled, it would mean a still greater concentra

tion of power with a concurrent ability to paralyze the entire

^^^John Chimiberlain, "Labor Has a Choice", Fortune Mai
vol. XXVII, no. 6, (June, I9h3)$ P» 222.



economy. It would probably mean fewer disputes but much more

eerious ones. It would mean the spread of political aettle-

msnts with their admission of the failure of collective bar

gaining. It would certainly increase the difficulties of

promoting the dispersion of power on the entrepreneur side,

already seriously challenged by the direction of technological

advance, when the economic opposite was being encouraged to

centralize and as a natural concomitant of that centralization

to control.

Failure to Control

The charge that featherbedding was being sheltered by the

Wagner Act was again a case of the molehill being promoted to

the status of mountain. It is questionable whether the govern

ment is justified In entering the dispute, except Insofar as

featherbedding may be protected by health and safety codes.

These latter are more effectively attacked as a matter of

health and welfare law revision than as a problem in unionima.

As was pointed out previously, featherbedding which is the

result of pure union power is simply an oblique method of

pricing labor. To attack it as an organized bar to a higher

living standard is to open up an immense field which the

government could well hesitate before entering. The step

logically subsequent to an attack on union featherbedding was

pointed out in discussions inspired by Mr. Thurman Arnold's



proposals in iplil to pass a law which would regard feather-

bedding as Illegal and subject to action of an anti-trust

nature:

If working people are to be prosecuted because they
place restrictions on the use of materials* machines*
and equipment which Mr. Arnold deems unreasonable, why
should not the same treatment be accorded to employers
idio fall short of attaining maximum possible production
because they, without reasons satisfactory to the Anti
trust Division, fail to utilize the moat advanced tech
niques or because they allow some or all of their
equlpmeait to be IdletTl)

While undoubtedly the worker who through union rules keeps

his production below his potential deprives society of some

possible goods, to attack featherbeddlng beyond that with

legal protections Is to single out one aspect of a very

large social problem--the problem of those people and resources

In effect partially uneiiq>loyed through being Inefficiently

employed.

Failure to Control the Closed Shop

The Wagner Act, in its support of the closed shop, gave

legal status to certain of the most criticized aspects of

intra-unlon proeedure. As has been Indicated above, the

correction of certain of these abuses did not require action

on the closed shop but rather a willingness by the

^^^Edwln E. Wltte, "A Critique of Mr. Arnold's Proposed Anti-
labor Amendments to the Antitrust Laws", American Sconomlo
Review, vol. 32, no. 1, supp., part 2, (March, , p. 14-53.



government, through aome administrative agency, to undertake

the policing of areas previously considered to be not of public

concern. Assuming such correction of the more flagrant dis

crimination and expulsion aspects, the closed shop has social

significance only when accompanied by a closed union. The

closed union is generally beyond the reaches of any action on

discrimination grounds In that individual loss as a result of

Its application Is difficult to prove. Wo amount of buttressing

of the right of the individual would serve to open the way for

effective attack on the closed union In that the ordinary

individual refused admission could prove a property right In

the denied employment only at great expense.

The Wagner Act neither admitted nor prohibited the

combination of closed shop and closed union. One court decision

of the period pointed up the social undeslrablllty of these

two factors coexisting:

A union may restrict Its membership at pleasure; It may,
under certain conditions, lawfully contract with employers
that all work shall be given to Its members. But It
cannot do both.'D

The monopolistic effect of a closed union operating in conjunc

tion with a closed shop overruled the claim usually advanced

that a closed shop strengthened the union In Its worth to

society. Rather,

.  . . closed unions do not seek a closed shop to force

(^^Wllson V Newspi^er Union, 197 A 720 (1938)* cited by Braun,
0^. P* 275»



nonmeabera into its ranks# but primarily to secure
certain job opportunities exclusively for Its present
members and a relatively small number of special
proteges.

The trend of union growth in the decade of the Wagner Act

toward large Industrial unions removed much of the real

importance of the evils of a closed shop-closed union combina

tion* Very few of the large industrial xmlons ever claimed

a closed shop but rather chose a union shop# which gave the

union an equally large membership without throwing on the

union the hiring hall responsibility which appears under the

closed shop.

The stronghold of the closed shop combined with the

closed union was the old-line trades, where the closed union

could be maintained through union control of apprenticeship

regulations. With the relative decline in importance of

such unions, the problem has become one which is more in the

public eye than its importance Justifies. Admittedly there

are examples which smack strongly of monopoly, and certain

of these exan^les will, by their key position, remain sore

spots even if they become minute percentagewise in the great

mass of industrial unionists. To meet such situations it

would be necessary to outlaw the closed shop, with the union

shop permitted under conditions of legal supervision of the

reasonableness of admission requirements.

(Dsraun, o£. cit* p. 27k»



CHAPTER VII

GIHERAL I,EaiSLATIVE PROPOSALS

In outlining what 1 egisiatlv® changes a decade's expei*-

ienoe with America's first comprehensive and positive labor

law would siiggest, it is first necessary to dispose of

certain popular measures. These, hardy perennials in legis

lative halls,

.  . • ignored the basic problem, preferring instead to
concentrate on irrelevant and less pressing proposals
often grounded in ignorance of established law, like
the suggestions that labor unions should be required
to incorporate, or open their books to the public, or
secure licenses to carry on their affairs.(D

On the question of making unions suable, Sumner Slichter

wrote in 1933*

•  . . there are eighteen states ... in which unions
may be sued today, and no one can detect by any differ
ence In industrial relations which states permit unions
to be sued end which do not.(2)

The nature of the faults disclosed by the operation of

the Wagner Act are ascribable more to the nature of unionism

Itself than to the terms of the Act. A list of matters which

were considered demanding of legal attention in 1932 included

Teller, o£. cit. p. 173.

^^^Sumner Slichter, "Collective Bargaining at Work", The Atlantic
Monthly, vol. 161, (January, 1938), p. 25.



the following:

1. Prohibit the requirement of any but nominal initia
tion or other admission fee or charge.

2. Prohibit classification within unions (i.e. work
permits, junior members, etc.).

3. Prohibit fining, suspension, or expulsion for any
except acts specifically outlined In by-lawa.

1|, Prohibit discipline for laember fulfilling duties as
a citizen.

5. Prohibit discipline for any statements reflecting on
union or officers. (D

From this list, predating the Wagner Act, it can be seen that

many of the most criticized imion abuses under the Act were

recognized as critical before its passage. The Act can be

fairly criticized therefore on only two general grounds—

promotion of the inherent abuses of the existing unionism by

the promotion of the growth of unionism, and failure to rectify

the conditions which gave rise to these abuses.

Almost all proposals for amendment of the NLRA covered

the above points. In addition, they commonly added tw3 factors

which were not in existence prior to 1935—legislation against

industry-wide bargaining so extensive as to endanger the pub

lic health or safety, and legislation against striking in

violation of an agreement or for the purpose of compelling

an employer to violate the law. The usual pi*opo8al to asset

the first named was to bring labor organizations under the

anti-trust laws: to meet the second, to deny to unions so

(i)see Copal Mintz, "Trade Union Abuses", John*8 Law
Review, vol. VI, no, 2, (May, 1932), p. 311 et seq.



striking the protections whie^ the law affords.

Both of these proposals# if InqQlemented# would present

great difficulties in enforcement. To bring labor under the

anti-trust laws would undoubtedly subject labor to the

harassmenta which an unfriendly administration might choose

to instigate. However# when labor deserted the stand of

strict business unionism to accept promotional help from

government# it is reasonable to assume that it thereby 8ig«*

nlfied its willingness to plead its case on broad grounds.

The retention of a genuinely unfavorable administration coiAld

hardly oocxir without at least partial support from within

labor's house Itself. To reiaove the control of unions fz>om

an Internal basis to the public domain would therefore place

its broad outlines in an arena where such matters are# by

their broad magnitude, comparable to the constituency decid

ing them. The need for some broad social check on the larger

aspects of labor policy is indicated by the contention that

As unions become stronger and their rights to coerce
more compelling# the market's checks upon them are
weakened and the need for a legal check becomes more
striking.(1)

The suggestion that the long standing rule against extend

ing anti-trust legislation to cover unions be revoked deserves

some consideration. To regard it as settled by the Clayton

^^^Corwln D. Edwards# "Public policy Toward Restraints of
Trade in Unions"# Amerioan Economljp Review# vol. 32# no, 1,
supp., part 2, (MarcH, 15>Ii2)', p. .



Act would b© to overlook the tremendous change in conditions

over the succeedlr^ years. The Wagner Act, by its guarantee

of certain union rights, opened the way for practices and

developments which were not anticipated at the time of its

passage. To use enti-trust legislation against unions would

be to fail to profit by past proof of the unsuitability of

general business law to labor relations piHjblems.

As to whether the removal of the protections of the Act

from those who violate it would prove an effective deterrent

or cure is not clear. Undoubtedly it would make union leaders

examine more closely their plans before either disregarding,

or condoning the disregard of, the law. Admittedly it would

not be a simple measure to enforce, in that it would spotlight

the question of blether the law had been broken in fact. With

the peculiar nature of unionism, where the problem of agency

clouds any clearcut decisions on many questions of fact, this

would be no easy task. It could, however, force a tightening

internally in the unions in that failure to control the union's

agents to the satisfaction of the courts would eariry heavy

penalties. There would still devolve on the courts the deci

sion as to the bona fides of the vinlon leadership in its claim

that responsible agency was vigorously sought and irresponsi

bility firmly disciplined.

l''-'



CONCLUSIOH

The decade of operation of the National Labor Relations

Act indicated that it was possible by government promotion

to encourage the growth of unions and collective bargaining*

It indicated that control is not an isolated matter. In the

complex economy of contemporary America,.there is no aspect

of economic and social life which can be controlled without

forcing intervention in some related area. The mere fact

that economic control cannot be quarantined is not an indica

tion of the error of that original control. Rather it is a

guidepost to subsequent action.

The decade's experience indicated three directions in

which amendment was desirablet the protection of the worker

against union injustice, the protection of the employer against

injuries from inter-union feuds, and the protection of the

consuming public against union-employer collaboration. The

operation of the Act indicated that in removing the worker

from the danger of personal injustice at the hands of the

employer, it ran the risk of subjecting him to a greater

danger of injustice from the union. Nhile the rise of the

jurisdictlonal dispute was 0K>re a matter of time than legis

lation, the legislation served to give protection to those

unions engaged in them. It might be argued that the plight



of the cons\amer under a condition where big unions and big

business were frequently able to join forces at his expense

was traceable more to the general economic situation than to

the labor legislation prevailing. The answer would be that

to decline consumer protection on those grounds would be to

trust to a depression to correct a wrong.

The peculiar conditions of the decade under study undoubt

edly gave Impetus to this ccmbinetlon. It Is difficult, how

ever, to foresee any conscious move on the part of government

to have economic conditions any different. With national

survival dependent upon a minimum of industrial warfare, and

the public interest demanding a control over union-management

collusion, the future may well demand governmental interven

tion in labor matters to an extent which surpasses all previous

hopes or fears:

Do such developments as these mean that we must look for
ward to some form of con^ulsory arbitration to determine
major provisions of union agreements? There are many who
think so. A common view is that when powerful and well-
financed national labor organizations are pitted in
bargaining against great industrial corporations, the
inevitable result is either industrial war or collusion

against the consuming public; and, however reluctant the
government may be to decide the issues, public opinion
will force it to do so. That the current trend is in

this direction can hardly be denied. But whether it is
more or less Inevitable, whether there is no other choice,
may well be doubted.(1)

^^^William M. Leiserson, "Public Policy In Labor Relations", |
American Economic Review, vol. 36, no. 2, {May, 19^6), p. 338. I
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